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Students Partake Of Spring Weekend Educator
\

Named As
Graduation
Speaker

BY SARA GETMAN

^ News Writer

As the final campus-wide
party of the year, Spring Weekend 1999 was filled with the
usual music, spirits, fun, and
food. The festivities started at
7:30 Friday evening on the Cave
Patio, where the menu from
Black Eyed Sally's included everything from cornbread- to
ribs. The true entertainment for
the evening began shortly after
9:30 PM, with a performance by
The Samples, a 5-piece band
that hails from Boulder, Colorado. By the middle of the performance, the Cave Patio was
packed with students, many of
whom were happily sipping
liquids from their Spring Weekend mugs. The concert ended
around 11:00 PM and the audience remained on the Cave Patio, hoping for an encore
performance. Although the
band did not return, students
remained to socialize until
many continued on to other
parties, while others geared up
for Saturday.
At noon on Saturday, Fun Fair
this
ganizations sponsored tables
with games and crafts for children from the community to
enjoy. The activities included
cookie decorating, participating
in a 'donut-race' and decorating
your own pair of sunglasses.
There was also a huge, blownup slide that both students and

BY RENAY SMALLCOMB

- News Editor

Trinity students take advantage of sunny weather and gather in front of the
Austin Arts Center stage to enjoy the sounds of the Cherry Poppin' Daddies
during Spring Weekend.
younger kids enjoyed. Chloe
Zaug '00, who worked at the
Praxis table making ice cream,
stated, "It was too bad there
w&ren't mote kids at Pun Fair,
but the Trinity kids definitely
had fun."
Later that day, Hallapalooza,
the annual Saturday event that
takes place at St. Anthony's
Hall, started at 4:00 PM and
continued until 11:00 PM. It is a
day that the Hall advertises as
filled, with music and "thirty

KATIE BRYANT

barrels of fun!" The performers was plenty of dancing, and the
this year included Cold Fusion, company was great. 1 think
Uncle Trouble, Dj Tone, and Bim Campus Safety was too large of
Skala Bim, Meghan Reppond a presence, but nevertheless I
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After Hallapalooza, there
rived early to the festivities
stated, "I thought it was good. was a semi-formal for the entire
Even the DJ was great. The beer campus in downtown Hartford
line was definitely a little out of at The Bar With No Name.
control towards the end, but Some students complained that
overall it seemed well orga- the transportation to the offnized. Everything was always campus site was inconvenient,
moving. The bands were good, but a good time was had by
the weather was great, there
see SPRING on page seven

Reverend Charleston To Depart Trinity
BY KRISTEN BURNS

News Editor

"Chaplains ordinarily are not Charleston explained. CharlesBishops," he stated, however as ton added that he was a "natuan Episcopalian Bishop, "my ral choice" for the position
visibility and responsibility in . because of his "reputation in
my church is fairly high," [the] Church for being involved

Recently, Right Reverend
Steven Charleston announced
his intended departure from the
Chaplaincy of Trinity College.
Charleston was . appointed
President of the Episcopal Divinity School, a position that he
will assume on the first of August.
The Episcopal Divinity
School (EDS), located in Cambridge, Massachusetts, is a postgraduate
institution.
Charleston explained that "it is
a community of three hundred
students. It is smaller than Trinity because it is specialized."
EDS is a member of the network
of theological schools that includes Andover and Harvard
Divinity School. Asked about
the nature of his duties, Charleston remarked, "I will be the
President and Dean, which is
the CEO for the school. I will be
in charge of all aspects of its [the
school's] life."
The opportunity, Charleston
explained, was one that "came
to me and that I could not igOFFICE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
nore." Charleston's was an unRight
Reverend
Steven
Charleston
will
leave
Trinity for the
usual situation in that
Episcopal Divinity School this summer.

in education."
An alum of both Trinity College and EDS, Charleston expressed the belief that EDS was
"like Trinity, because I have
been there before. In that respect, the transition will be
easier for me." Furthermore, regarding his return to his alma
mater, Charleston stated, "I feel
like I am literally retracing my
steps. God is bringing me full
see SEARCH on page eight

Trinity College recently announced that the 1999 commencement speaker will be
Doctor Lorraine Monroe, a
noted author and leader in public education who founded the
Frederick Douglass Academy in
Harlem.
Monroe
received
her
Bachelor's and Master's degree
in English from Hunter College
in New York. She then pursued
a Master's and Doctorate in Education from the Teacher's College at Columbia University.
She has received numerous
honorary degrees from Brown
University, Hofstra University,
Long Island University, and Mt.
Holyoke College. She also holds
a Master's degree in Administration and Supervision from the
Bank Street College of Education.
- Monroe
founded
the
Frederick Douglass Academy
for College and Professional Careers in 1991, and served as Principal until 1996. In 1997,
Monroe shared her theories on
education in a book entitled,
Nothing's Impossible: Leadership Lessons from Inside and
Outside the Classroom.
Monroe currently serves as
Executive Director of the School
Leadership Academy at the
Center for Educational Innovation in New York City, a position
she has held since 1996. She is
also Co-Director of the
Women's Group at Bank Street
College.
Monroe has been featured in
Reader's Digest, Ebony Magazine, and "60 Minutes." She has
received numerous awards
from various organizations, including the NAACP Outstanding Educator Award, the
see SPEAKER on page six
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Trinity At The Crossroads
Four years ago President Evan Dobelle came to Trinity offering a new vision of what
a college should be. Stressing a commitment to the neighborhood Dobelle produced a
definition of a liberal arts education which transcended the boundaries of the classroom and installed Trinity as an active participant in the revitalization of Hartford.
Coupled with an increasingly talented student body Dobelle's goal was to replace
Trinity's Camp "Trin-Trin" image with an academic environment dedicated to intellectual discourse.
In many ways this vision has become a reality. The continuing construction of the
learning corridor and the completed Boys and Girls Club both serve as concrete examples of what Dobelle and company are trying to accomplish. The Target of Opportunities Program demonstrates that the administration is dedicated to improving the
diversity of Trinity's educational experience. Even the recent protest against the
administration's multicultural "rhetoric" is a direct result of the administrations efforts to attract a motivated group of students who are willing to take responsibility for
their own education.
Recently however the administration's visions of this academic Utopia have begun
to fracture. Their failure to enforce the alcohol policy designed to improve Trinity's
academic environment, their consideration of a proposal to return 70 Vernon Street to
Elmo, and the removal of the supposed co-ed greek organization requirement represents a return to the past, not a bold new vision for the future. Furthermore the recent
administrative turnover including the firing of former Dean of Faculty Raymond Baker,
and the recent departures of Steven Charleston, Jim Mullen and Beth Egan call into
question the administration's ability to sustain the progress that has been made.
Trinity stands at a crossroad. We can either return to the days when Trinity was an
apathetic party school that the rich sent their kids to because they could not get into,
an "Ivy" institutions. Or we could reassert our commitment to Dobelle's original vision.
.
.
Although it is imperative that the administration provide a certain amount of leadership ultimately any change must be a community effort. To merely point fingers at
the administration ignores the responsibility that faculty members and students possess and should exercise in improving our community. It is our opinion, at The Tripod,
that unless the entire Trinity community commits itself to realizing the concrete academic benefits that the administration's vision promises, the changes already instituted will prove to be little more than cosmetic. The approaching summer offers an
opportunity for the administration, faculty, and students to reassess our objectives failures and triumphs in the hopes of continuing our progress in the future.

The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
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Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Friday before publication. Letters should,
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be given a forum.
•
:
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of
The Tripod. The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
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their midst, in their classroom, in
their dorm room? Were we just going to wait and see what the FBI had
to say? Would we have been told
when he was arrested, or would that
have been chalked up to a "private
disciplinary measure?" According
to the rhetoric that we're inundated
with daily, we live in a "community."
I don't know about you, but if one
of my neighbors thought they saw
a guy with a hatchet in my house,
I'd be pretty pissed if he called the
cops and only mentioned it to me
after they showed up and explained
to him that it was just shadows. I
expect my fellow comrades to let
me know when they think I am in
danger. It's not merely "yelling fire
in a crowded theater" if you actually
see smoke, even if you are wrong.
The continual chatter about community is getting rather nauseating
when it's backed up by actions like
this. Can it really be any wonder
that we feel utterly rejected and ignored by an administration that
doesn't bother to notify us when
they believe our lives are in danger?
I hope I haven't angered anyone
with this, god only knows how
many of you are currently under
surveillance by the CIA, NSA, ATF,
or whoever else the school is now
tight with...maybe I am for that matter. You wouldn't know, would you?

To the Editor:

As everyone knows by now,
there was quite a hullabaloo over
an email message that was accidentally sent to the wrong party a
week or so ago. None of us heard
about it, of course, until after the
fact, when we all received a QP outlining to us thisemail's history, and
the school's response. Then we got
another QP including some "we're
sorry" notes from the author and
recipient of this message. As it
turned out, the terribly offensive
note (which no one I know has ever
seen) was a joke—it was all just a
big misunderstanding based on
someone reading something not"
intended for their eyes. No big deal.
To be honest, I believe that. The
scandalous note was probably just
misunderstood—the school's reaction was inappropriate. The problem is, it doesn't matter whether
they were right or wrong in how
they reacted, they kept it a secret.
The administration was so upset
by this message (and apparently
its threat of violence) that they
called in Hartford Police and the
FBI. Perhaps 1 speak merely for
myself, but I would really like the
school to notify me when they are
so scared by one of my fellow students that they feel a federal response is necessary. What if tliey
had been right? When, precisely,
were the students going to be noti- Sincerely,
fied there was a serious danger in Josh Freemire '01

Censorship In The Tripod
To the Editor:
In January of 1999, the decision
was made to kill Around Trinity nobody wanted to write it. It was
agreed that there our advice column would fill the gap, with a fair
share of biting remarks and social
commentary, and Dr. Armageddon
was born. It was bitter, sarcastic,
and we insulted most everybody.
This soon became a problem,
however. According to the Editorin-Chief and the Managing Editor,
because the column didn't have
anybody's name on it, it needed to
be toned down, as they would fall
responsible. We did our best to
maintain the tone of the column
while the Editors did their best to
keep the column from offending
too many people. But here arose
the issue. Were they censoring us?
They Were changing our content,
and not allowing us to print certain things, but our name was not
on the piece in the first place.
Last semester, the current Editor-in-Chief foughtagainst censorship by handing out photocopied
flyers of an article that was removed from his section. However,
as he said to me last week, he didn't
do that to allow "f ***" to appear in
every other paragraph. His general
philosophy on the matter was that
he would censor words from pieces
that did not require those words.
However, in a well written piece
that appropriately uses those
words, he would not complain. It
is our opinion that Dr. Armageddon was a well written piece with
a tone that demanded a specific
wording. As our names were not
on it, we could do little to argue

with him. It was, in effectyhis column, and he held the power of the
Editor over it.
Interestingly enough, however,
we spoke with the Editor-in-Chief
just tonight, and he told us that in
this letter, we were not allowed to
use the words that were removed
from Dr. A. But what does that say
about our newspaper? It is our
opinion that we should be allowed
to say whatever we want, however
we want, especially in a piece that
"expresses" our opinion. If our
opinion demands those words,
then why should we be disallowed
the use of them?
At this point, however, the issue
is far beyond a few words. It has
moved into the realm of what can
and cannot be said in the student
newspaper. And as the voice of the
students, the paper should allow
for anything the students want to
say. Words are very powerful, and
as such, the Editor holds that
power, Therefore, we urge you, the
Trinity Community, to question
what you read — from this paper
and from everything you see.
When you are reading The Tripod
next time, make a note of the Editor-in-Chief, and ask yourself if
(s)he has diluted the truth. Because
we can guarantee that the Dr. Armageddon that you have read is not
our own. It was filtered through
two people who get to decide what
is acceptable for the rest of the community.

Sincerely,
Andrew Shepard, '01
John Akin,'01
"Authors" of Dr. Armageddon

ipring Weekend '99
Well, something happeried this week and you
y noticed. Then
again we doubt you will remember it anyway. That hangover and
STD you got hooking up will last all summer, so go to Hell.
Run D.M.C

They did their best stuff ten
years ago, and they didn't even
play it. What about "Christmas
in Hollis?"

Cherry Poppin' Daddies

It ain't a thing with out that
swing. At least they played
their meal ticket.
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Farewell From A Graduating
"Hyper-Intellectual"
the attitude that has been bred Many weeks through the entire
here over the years of "one big, year we had over a full page of
Opinion Editor
happy family" has led to much letters, and many times could
homogenizing and quieting of not print all those we received
There are advantages to small any view but the status quo. We for space reasons. This was unschools. Most of them revolve should ilever be afraid to bring heard of before. We had a
around the idea that, for the this fact to light.
roundtable discussion attended
most part, everybody knows
Thus, when taking over the by more people than either myeverybody. This fact cuts down opinion section, we decided to self or my co-editor imagined
on red tape. We do not have to give a forum.for those points of would come. I have been atdeal with bureaucracy so much. view that were not of the status tacked and applauded in pubWe can get to know our profes- quo. You know to whom those lic and private for what I have
sors on a more personal level. voices belong. Most of them can written, and I know other conWe do not have to rely on their be heard lurking in the darker tributors have experienced the
office hours quite so much and corners of the campus, spouting same.
can even call them at home if revolutionary leftist politics evAnd the spirit of vocalizing
we know them well enough.
ery once in a while. Did some opinion has extended beyond
But there are disadvantages, of these voices attack what had these pages. The march orgaas well. Most of these revolve always been held sacred and at- nized by the president of MAC
around the idea that, for the tack with vehemence most of us and president-elect of SGA demost part, everybody knows had not heard before? Of course. manding more attention be
everybody. After all, since we Does that mean they are not paid to multicultural issues is
all know each other, why do we worthy of being heard? Of an obvious example, a political
have to be contentious? Aren't course not. Things held sacred move 1 would never have prewe one big, happy family? This should be held sacred because dicted.
I have been continuously
attitude leads and has led to old they have value, not out of traboys' networks among many
organizations. The traditional
We are not one, big, happy, or a family
view of SGA is the perfect example. Current president Bill
here at Trinity We are a small college
Mahoney ran unopposed last
with a multiplicity of differing and
year because it was "his turn".
contentious
opinions.
But 1 am not going to bash SGA
here.
shocked and impressed with
When 1 returned from study- dition.
The basic idea behind giving the reaction of the student body
ing abroad last semester with
my then-co-editor, we decided these voices a forum was partly this year to issues of actual subwe needed to take the mantle of to get a rise out of people, espe- stance, instead, of the tradithe opinion section as aii oppor- cially the "status quo", but also, tional, self-absorbed surface
tunity not simply to continue and this is why they were spo- problems, This is not to say
the tradition of complaints ken with brutality, to get the things are perfect here at Trinabout the alcohol policy, but to status quo to defend itself. Per- ity, far from it. But people are
make the section a forum for haps what is held sacred is held actually talking about what to
any and all ideas from any- and so for a reason. If so, it should do on all lronts and that is an
everyone. We saw many prob- defend itself and not simply rest impressive change from when I
lems with Trinity and felt it was on its laurels. If a segment of the was a freshman.
Not to toot my own horn too
our responsibility to point them population is unhappy with
something, there is a reason for much, but I feel like I had someout.
We are not one, big, happy, or it. If that thing's value out- thing to do with this change in
a family here at Trinity. We are weighs the complaints of a few the campus atmosphere. Like
a small college with a multiplic- "freaks", then it has every right my opinions or the way I approached the section or hate
ity of differing and contentious to stay, but it must defend itself.
;
them, my main intent was alopinions. Those contending Always and forever.
My greatest fear when taking ways to ensure dialogue would
opinions are not as simplistic as
students-against-administra- over these pages was that the continue. You have responded
tion or students-against-faculty classic Trinity apathy would in kind. 1 feel like I leave Trinity
or any other pure duality. Some continue and I would be a better place than when I arcontending opinions are more screaming in vain. Fortunately, rived. Thank you.
Now just don't let it die.
controversial than others. But that has not been the case.
B Y JAMES GRIFFITH

mm w/am
SPRING WEEKBMP MEMORIES (OR NOT)

The Underdevelopment
Of The City Of Hartford
BY MICHAEL NIEMANN

Associate Professor of International Studies

Last Saturday, the deal to bring the Patriots to Hartford collapsed.
This piece was written before that news broke and one could therefore dismiss it as out of date, overtaken by events influenced by
forces much larger than Hartford or even Connecticut. However,
the gist of the argument still stands and it is only a question of
time before the next project to "develop1 Hartford will emerge from
corporate circles and their allies in government. In light of last
week's events, now is the time to begin the implementation of the
Greenberg plan for neighborhood development referred to below.
For a short while, we have an opportunity to make Hartford a better place to live for its citizens. Let's not waste it More than three
decades ago Andre Gunder Frank drew our attention to the fact
that underdevelopment is not a static condition of societies but a
dynamic process through which a minority creates conditions
which deprive the majority of the means to control the circumstances of their lives. Although Frank developed his theory to address the progressive underdevelopment of the global South, the
recent flurry of 'urban development' proposals surrounding the
state's effort to build a stadium for the New England Patriots offer
an unprecedented insight into the inner workings of this process.
A first characteristic is the exclusion of those who are supposed
to benefit from the process from the planning. The negotiations for
the stadium deal took place before the 1998 elections but they were
shrouded in secrecy so that any public debate was thwarted. What
better time to debate such an issue than during an election, but
Governorjohn Rowland preferred the secrecy because he knew that
an open airing of the terms of the deal would have generated strong
opposition. Once revealed, the deal was rammed through the legislature in collusion with House Speaker Ritter and Senate President
Pro Tern Kevin Sullivan. Legislators had virtually no time to read
the bill and the public comment period was rigged by paid place
holders. Legislative support was bought by a combination of threats
and bribes the full extent of which we will never know/although
Senator Edith Prague's account provided at least a glimpse of the
methods used by the governor and the legislative leadership.
A further characteristic of underdevelopment is the doublespeak
through which the accumulation of private profit is rearticulated
as a public benefit. Along these lines, the stadium deal is said to be
a catalyst for further private investments, for job creation and urban revitalization. The evidence against the supposed benefits of
stadiums is, of course, overwhelming and there is little evidence
that any project undertaken in the US in recent years has yielded
the economic beneEits promised by those who stand to profit from
them. By all standards, the Patriots deal is the most generous deal
ever made, so there is even less reason to assume that it will generate any benefits. Even the 'independent' assessment commissioned
by the governor projects that the cost of each job generated will be
about $280,000. Despite this evidence, however, the purveyors of
underdevelopment continue to assert the economic benefits apparently hoping that the sheer repetition of spurious claims will hide
the evidence.
.
The most important characteristic of underdevelopment process,
however, is the claim of expertise through which the
underdevelopers acquire privileged status in the debate over economic development. Just as the World Bank 'knows what is best'
for the global South, the governor and his cronies know what is
best for Hartford. The unspoken implication of this claim is of
course, that the supposed beneficiaries of underdevelopment do
not know what is best for them. Such a claim is not only insulting,
it is also faulty.
First, past efforts to save Hartford have a dubious record. Remember Constitution Plaza, the concrete jungle which comes to life
twice a year for a Taste of Hartford and the holiday lights? The Civic
Center? The Pavilion at the Old State House? None of these efforts
had the economic impact that was promised yet each one made
the city a less livable place. It goes without saying that each project
was profitable for those private parties involved.
Second, the people of Hartford have demonstrated in many ways
that, if given a role in the decision making process, they bring about
economic development that has more lasting impact. Park Street,
for example, has become a regional destination shopping area for
Latinos. Furthermore, Hartfordresidents, together with urban planner Ken Greenberg who participated in many neighborhood meetings, have presented a plan which combined neighborhood based
development with a set of downtown gateways, a plan which would
make Hartford a more livable city for its residents at a price tag of
about $150 million, a fraction of the $1 billion, the''stadium deal
will cost the state over the next 30 years. In the final analysis, the
stadium project is not just another example of corporate welfare. It
is an expression of disdain for those who live in Hartford. It is not
for them or for fheir benefit. It is geared towards satisfying suburban desires, towards creating a safe zone where mostly white suburbanites can watch a game, eat in a fancy restaurant, maybe shop
in a few swanky shops, and then gohome without having to see or
deal with Hartford residents except in their 'appropriate role' as
the janitor, the .bus boy and the hot dog vendor. Development in
Hartford, if it is to be genuine and of lasting impact must be by and
for the people of Hartford. Such development needs help that is
offered in a genuine spirit of cooperation.. Anything else will perpetuate the underdevelopment of the past.
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Between Two Traditions Explaining The Demands
Growing Up In A Multicultural Home
Of The MAC Marchers

is important is what perspective these
experiences have given me.
Opinion Editor
Whenever 1 sit in any house of worship, regardless of what faith it might be,
For the past few weeks Trinity has I always have a feeling of anxiety. Itdoes
been inundated with the one of hottest not come from not being welcomed by a
buzz
words of
the
1990s, certain community, because 1 always
"multiculturalism." It seems like it has have been, but it stems from the realizacome from everywhere and anywhere, tion that 1 am different. Knowing that
We have read about it in The Tripod, from you are different from those around you
releases from the President's office, and create apprehension because you are
heard about it from yelling marchers on afraid that to do or say something that
the Long Walk. The problem is that all will upset or offend someone. My lack
too often people use the word of religious training has made me feel
"multiculturalism" to advance some po- awkward because I don't know all of the
litically correct cause instead of truly traditions. So, usually I sit back, keep
trying to understand the spirit of the quite,and participate during the parts of
word. What some don't understand is service that 1 can. Because I don't know
that what some chant and rant about, some of the traditions, 1 feel out of place,
some live with and must confront every- like I don't necessarily belong in that
day.
situation.
Perhaps at first glance you would not
Being part of a multi-religious house
believe that 1, just a white Midwestern has also blessed me with innumerable
boy, should be talking about such issues wonderful experiences. Perhaps the
as the spirit of multiculturalism. How most rewarding aspect is simply being
could I possibly understand what it is able to see, and take part in, both relilike to experience different cultures.? gions without having any preexisting
This is the problem with these debates, bias. There is nothing better than sharpeople fail to look beyond the obvious. ing the experience of celebrating a Seder
If you had looked any deeper you might dinner, commemorating the deliverance
have realized that we each come from of my ancestors from bondage, and also
*

BY ANDREW WEISS

that deals with issues of diversity. During this period, this proposed initiative,
Opinion Writer
as well as many others like the P.R.I.D.E
program, were met with little or no sup1 would first like to say that it is absurd port from the administration. Three
to suggest that anyone other than the years ago there was no program for any
students planned the recent protest. incoming students. We have finally gotPresident Evan Dobelle, as well other fac- ten a commitment from the administraulty, have accused Professorsjerry Watts, tion todosuch a program as well as other
and Hi-ah Park of "making us protest." initiatives.
We asked for dates for the construction
Some students have said that these accusations are racist. The claim that stu- of the cultural houses because a deadline
dents of color on this campus cannot had not been made and at the time, the
organize by themselves, create a docu- school was six weeks behind on hiring
ment by themselves, demand a response architects. Let me point out that the culto that document by themselves, and tural houses are being built to fulfill a
hold a protest (say it with me) by them- promise of two separate houses that was
selves suggests racism on the part of ad- apparently made in 1993 to La Voz
ministration and faculty. Other students Latina and the Asian American Student
suggest that Trinity students are so apa- Alliance. The houses are also being built
thetic that we could never protest with- because the expansion of the Austin
Arts Center is going to take place on the
out someone "making us."
This takes us to the issue of why we site of the current house at 114 Crescent.
did make demands and protest. My un- We were never formally made aware of
derstanding is that certain faculty felt as the expansion.
though we are accusing certain acaWe also feel that some curricular isdemic departments that did or did not sues need to be addressed. First and forereceive the latest set of T.O.P, which most, we feel that there should be a new
caused Professors Park and Hank Lewis distribution requirement that focuses on
not to be hired. If you took the time to Pluralism and Diversity in Society. 1 find
see what we demanded, you would see it amazing that an institution like TrinThis is the problem with [multiculturalism] debates,
we wanted a review of the process. We ity can allow students to graduate withpeople fail to look beyond the obvious.
did not ask for certain people to be hired, out having them take one class that
or for any people not to be hired. We requires them to critically analyze a
our own view, Like I am a person who being able to joyously sing in Church wanted to educate ourselves so that we world in which the majority of Trinity
grew up in a multiculturalism home. I during Christmas Mass. In addition, could better understand why certain students are in the racial minority.
By 2050 the majority of Americans
lived my whole life in both the Jewish since I was never intensely part of any faculty members, who are valued in this
and Catholic worlds.
one religion I don't have the disdain to- community, were not offered tenure will be "people of color." If Trinity wants
Ever since 1 was young I knew that I ward religion that many others today track positions. By understanding this, to prepare its students for the next milwas different from most of the people have. Despite my passion, am still able we could seek to help certain professors lennium, how can it not require any type
remain a part of our community. There of educational attention on these issues?
sitting next to me in church or syna- to step back to see it objectively.
gogue. Unlike them, I had not grown up
If. nothing else, these experiences have were also accusations that Dobelle used We hope to work with Dean Miller
with, a single faith. My mother is Catho- allowed me to look into both worlds, to his influence as a member of the com- Brown and the faculty to make these
lic from a small Midwestern town and stand between traditions. While many mittee to see that Lewis was not hired changes.
my father, who isjewish, hails from New might think that the gulf between these through T.O.P. This seemed possible beWe need the administration to help
York. Perhaps at this point you might ask two religions is too deep, like the gulf be- cause Lewis has been outspoken in pub- create a welcoming community at these
how can 1 consider myself multicultural tween the races, from my experience lic on a number of the community houses. That is what we want. We want
because by Jewish law lam not Jewish. they are very similar. Sometimes it was initiatives as well as the lack of a Martin the houses to serve as places were stuFor me it does not really matter because awkward, most times enriching and re- Luther King celebration two years ago, dents could, partake in their own culin essence I have been raised in both tra- warding, but always exciting and exhila- to name a few. Dobelle had been accused tures while sharing them with others.
ditions and feel an affinity for both cul- rating feeling that 1 can share similar of this, and had yet to respond to these Without the proper support for all of
tures and religions. In a way, however, 1 experiences, joys, and sorrows with more serious accusations.
these initiatives, this will not happen. We
have also been raised neither. I am not a than one culture. Living between these
At the end of last semester, there were all have a lot to learn from each other and
religious person; I do not attend church two worlds has taught me to keep my nineteen required withdrawals and of that does not always take place in the
or synagogue regularly nor have I gone mind open and not to dismiss any ideas those, ten were students of color. People classroom. If these houses truly do bethrough most all of the rituals that each like a Midwestern white boy could have wonder why we have a program like come resources where the whole comreligion-requires.
some intimate experiences with PR.I.D.E and why it is not open to the munity is welcome, we will all be better
Without getting into any of my spe- multiculturalism. What I have experi- entire incoming class. Let me say that for it.
These are not just "our" issues. These
cif ic religious beliefs, I will mention that enced is certainly different from others, students at Colby recently protested be!do believe in God and subscribe to most but 1 am sure some of the feelings are the cause they wanted a similar program to issues concern the whole community.
Judeo-Christian values that our society same. . 1 hope in the future that help incoming students of color. .
We will continue to demand results unLet me also say that for three years, til 175 years of racism, class-ism and sexpromotes anyway. As for my belief in the rnulticulturalisrn will be more than an
role of Jesus Christ or whether 1 put more intellectual argument or just the rallying Kimberly Jones, who is the Dean of ism are addressed and. until the
credence on the Old or the New Testa- cry of a few protesters, but a living, Multicul tural Affairs, has been asking to institutional racism that has existed is
ment is not really that important. What breathing exchange.
have a program for all incoming students removed.
BY j . RUSSELL FUCETT

Littleton: A Matter Of Constitutional Rights
More specifically, the magazines are
quick to point out the troubled lives of
Opinion Writer
these teens, highlighting their affinity
towards violence associated videogames
If you walk through the periodical sec- and their tendency to listen to teen angst
tion of the Trinity Library, that last di- associated music. Coming only a few
version for procrastinating students, the weeks before the National Rifle
headlines jump out at you: "The Monsters Association's (NRA's) annual meeting in
Next Door" (Time), "Massacre in Colo- Denver, this tragic event has reignited the
rado" (Newsweek), "How parents, kids neverending debate over gun control in
and schools can spot trouble and head it this country. The unchanging argument
ofPCUSNewsand World Report), etc., etc. being that, had the perpetrators been
If, when walking through the aisles, you unable to procure guns in the first place,
decide that you're not already depressed they would never have been able to carry
enough and wish to learn more about the out their murderous intent. Charlton
incident in Colorado, you will find that, Heston, the President of the NRA, has
much like yourself, the articles attempt countered by suggesting that if all of the
to search for meaning amidst the vio- teachers had been likewise armed, this
lence, for a reason why these kids did event would have never escalated to the
what they did. Predominantly, the ar- point that it did, the situation instead
ticles focus on where, in the chain of ending with only the deaths of the two
events which led these students to kill gunmen, and possibly a few students.
many of their classmates, some author- While I think that this argument lacks
ity figure ignored the signals which ob- common sanity, 1 do believe that the
viously, in hindsight, signaled the blame does not lie with the gun manuintentions of these youths.
facturers, the gun salesmen, nor this vioBY GEOFFREY STEVENS

lence endorsing society which could
have put the idea in their heads in the
first place. It is, however, at times like this
where I am reminded of the lessons
learned in middle school American history, which looked at this nations incredible crime rate as the price of the
American philosophy of placing the
rights of the individual over the rights
of the society. If is my belief that, for
events like those in Littleton to be effectively avoided, this country would have
to restructure its fundamental political
philosophy to such an extreme that
much of the bill of rights would have to
be reconsidered. By this, I mean that, in
order to fully implement the school's
right to search lockers and students as
they enter the school, the. board of education would have to forego the fourth
amendment rights supposedly guaranteed to every citizen in the US. Likewise,
in.order to fully carry out the controls
on violent video games and music, this
country would have to violate the basic
first amendment rights to freedom of

expression. Furthermore, to effectively
prevent all teens from possessing firearms, one would have to give up living
in a society which places as much emphasis on personal freedom as ours does,
with its second amendment guarantee to
allow all citizens the right to bear arms.
While the events in Littleton are certainly a horrific consequence of this
country's belief system, one has to consider the alternative. That alternative
would be living in a society where teenagers aren't allowed to be angry, for fear
that they might take it too far. It would
mean living in a society where the basic
right to privacy is routinely ignored in
favor of a marginally safer life-style. It
would mean that America would have to
forego its assertion that the rights of the
one outweigh those of the whole. Considering the alternative, the few lives
saved do not outweigh the basic violations which we would have to endure, as
Littleton is simply not often enough of
an occurrence to, in my mind, warrant
such extreme action.
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Polarization's Hazardous Effects
tious"; as people grow older, this
is
replaced with being either
Opinion Writer
"moral" or "immoral", and being
a "conformist" or "rebel". While
At the young age of 21,1 make it is natural to categorize or genno claims that what I say is true. eralize people's behaviors, you
These are just a few of my ran- have to take into account that
dom opinions, and five years people are shaped by several
from now I will probably won- factors, including their experider what the hell I was think- ences. If we take for granted that
ing.
people are constantly changing
From the moment we are and evolving, classifying a perconceived or born we are ex- son to be a certain way can creposed to dualistic or opposing ate a constrictive and restrictive
forces. Light-darkness, sound- atmosphere that can cause him
silence, male-female, forward- or her to become what other
backwards, internal-external, people perceive humor her to be
hot-cold, healthy-unhealthy, rather than whom he or she reyoung-old, hard-soft, straight- ally are. While I don't want to
curved, and life-death. Or, to delve into the debate on what is
give another perspective, dark- "moral or "immoral", I will Only
ness-light, silence-sound, the say that I think that everyone
female- the male, backwards- has different morals. However,
forwards, external-internal, far too many people in our socicold-hot, unhealthy-healthy, ety have two sets of morals, inold-young, soft-hard, curved- ward personal actions and
straight, and death-life. As we outwardly perceivable actions.
grow older, we are exposed to Just like physical appearance,
opposing forces that may not people may try to become somenecessarily occur naturally, and thing they are not.
we become polarized. This is not
Another major problem that
BY CALEB SAYAN

probably has a 1:4 chance of
graduating from a school like
Trinity. I'm not implying that
people should be penalized for
being rich, but people shouldn't
be penalized for being poor.
Another reason why 1 think
the SAT's promote polarization
in our society is because it does
not or cannot measure creativity. We attend a liberal arts
school where the arts and creative expression are supposed to
be valued; however, the only
way a creative person can get
into this school is by doing well
on a test that does not reward
creativity in the slightest bit.
Suppose the entrance exam to
college consisted of drawing a
mural. How would this make
people who lack artistic talents
feel? More concretely, I feel that
our society disproportionately
emphasizes and promotes homogeneity through emphasizing grades and test scores and
neglecting creativity and individuality.

Changing issues, I will now
discuss the state of politics in
our society. While it would be
easy to argue that politics in our
While physical polarization can be
is polarized between
detrimental to the psyche of a person, 1 country
liberals and conservatives, I
think that social polarization can be even would argue that, except for a
few key issues like abortion, somore harmful
cial security, and perhaps gun
to say that these forces don't oc- I see in our society is the sepa- laws, America is a relatively
cur naturally, but, rather, to say ration between the rich and the homogeneous political country.
that they don't occur naturally poor. 1 find the "American As I previously mentioned, a
Dream" extremely disturbing key problem in our society is
in one particular way.
My main assertion is that the because it promotes an insa- the fact that there is an insacentral problem associated tiable thirst to gain wealth and tiable thirst to gain wealth and
with polarization is that it improve one's own conditions, no reason to look back and help
leaves no room for a middle while it does not promote an others. This is particularly true
gEound. I am not making a individual to look back or help among major corporations, who
judgement on whether one of others who are less privileged. employ cutthroat tactics in orthe forces has more value than While some say that America der to increase profits. I feel that
corporations should be legally
the other, but rather, 1 am trying offers opportunity for all, I arobligated to give back ( % of
gue
that,
while
everyone
has
a
to point out that just because
profits) or at least provide more
they are different, doesn't mean shot at the "American Dream", benefits and social services.
the
opportunity
for
those
althat they are unequal in imporThis is not to say that I favor the
tance. Finally, to understand op- ready living the dream is expo- Soviet-communist style of econentially
greater
than
those
posing forces it is not necessary
nomic distribution. The major
to be exactly in the middle, but who are less privileged.
Take, for example, the SAT's, weakness in that system was
it is important to understand
that it was impractical and inand see the perspective of each and the fact that they are the efficient. Rather, I like
benchmark for getting accepted
opposing force.
Germany's Social Democratic
Now I will try to relate my to colleges. I feel that the SAT's system of government because
are
unfair
and
promote
polarabstract philosophical rhetoric
it embodies, in my opinion, the
to the real world. As I mentioned ization our society for two reabefore, 1 believe natural differences exist within nature. HowAmerica is a relatively homogeneous
ever, people, either as a result of
political country.
internal pressures (self doubt,
feelings of inadequacies) or as a
result of external pressures sons. First, they favor the best of capitalism/democracy
(other people, society-especially wealthy who can afford to send and socialism.
Unfortunately, not too many
the media, government, and their children to preparatory
others who impose moral val- classes. If less privileged stu- people in this country are
ues depicting what is "right" dents were given the tools taught (in high school), or are
and "wrong"), become polar- taught by these preparatory aware of alternative forms of
classes, they could, achieve the government. Students and asized.
I feel that one way people be- same results as wealthier stu- piring politicians are taught
come polarized, in our society, is dents. If America is really "the that they have to be a liberal or
through physical appearance. land of opportunity," than why conservative, which are just two
For many, trying to look attrac- do we have the scales tipped variations of existing American
tive turns into a vicious cycle clearly in the favor of those with institutions.
To conclude, sometimes
that is counter productive. In influence? To put in a mathmy opinion, beauty involves far ematical perspective, take for when you look at something
more than physical appearance. example, two students from dif- from varying angles or disSo while people may achieve ferent economic backgrounds tances, you see it in a different
external beauty on the outside, (one rich and the other poor). way. Take, for instance, crop
they may never fully realize the The student who is from a low circles; standing in a cornfield,
true nature of- their physical economic background is ex- all you could see are matted
beauty because they fail to con- tremely intelligent and the stu- stalks af corn. However, by
sider the significance of their dent from the affluent viewing the field from above
internal individuality and background has below average you could see the elaborate
intelligence. I would say that the structures and designs that you
uniqueness.
While physical polarization student from the poor back' never could have seen from the
can he detrimental to the ground might have 1:8 chance at ground level.
My advice: drink Mello Yello
psyche of a person, I think that graduating from a school like
social polarization can be even Trinity, and subsequently re- (if you can still find it), try to
more harmful. From an early ceiving all the benefits and understand the perspectives of
age, children get labeled as be- skills associated with attaining those around you, be yourself,
ing "good" or "bad" and being a degree. The student from the and most importantly, think for
"well behaved" or "rambunc- • affluent background, however, yourself.
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Compliments From A Campus Safety Officer
To the Editor:

ing of warmth, friendship and caring, as I mingled around throughI would like to express my sin- out the Mather Quad. 1 sensed many
cerest gratitude to the student body others felt the same ambiance. As I
of Trinity College for the respect walked around, I spoke to many s tuthat has been afforded to me during dents, some of whom I never had
the distinct pleasure of meeting bethe campus year.
Being a "Freshman" with the fore. I heard the name "Dave" called
Campus Safety Department, I could out 1 or 2 times or was it 100 to 200
find no other appropriate way to times. All I know is that 1 responded
convey my message to you but to a lot of calls with handshakes
through The Tripod. I am not aware and hugs.
I am very proud of our students
of any better forum. The students
and the conduct that was demonhere are truly, the best.
The mutual respect that I have strated within our community. It
always had for our students will can work and you showed it withnever waiver. I believe that we are a out probably realizing your efforts.
When anyone talks about being
"family" that has the ability to
maintain a solidarity through our proud of their family, this was defipositive interaction. It's already nitely a Kodak moment.
Accolades to the Senior class and
here, we just have to start the vehicle
that's in place and maintain the en- have a great summer. Oh, one last
thing,
gine.
"If you remember anything, anyThe ultimate example of that
family presence within one com- thing at ail, remember the sunmunity can best be exemplified screen lotion"
during this past Spring Concert
(Smile).
Weekend. The welcome feeling that
I felt generated as I walked by,
around, through, beside, etc. was in- Sincerely,
credible.
Officer "Dave" Emerson
All that was felt was a great feel- Campus Safety

Student Angered Over Spring Weekend Trash
To the Editor
So Spring Weekend was pretty
fun. G Love was dope. Cherry
Poppin' Daddies weren't. You got
wasted, you laughed, you dancedyou also made a mess- and a few of
you did more than make a messyou actually trashed our campus.
I wish the Tripod could publish
swears, because 1 am f ** king pissed.
1 walked into a Mather bathroom
late Sunday night, and was astounded af what I saw There were
beer bottles in the toilets, paper
strewn everywhere, puke in the
sinks- the screens were ripped off
the windows, mangled and thrown
on the floor. It was a disaster area.
Who cleans this s**t up? Your
30,000 dollar a year-pay'n'parents
ain't around anymore, junior. Now
your custodians are the folks from
the neighborhood who you may see
if you wake up early enough some
morning. And not that your parents
deserved it, but these people certainly do not. Our custodians are
decent, dignified, hard-working
people; some are mothers or fathers;
and they should be treated with respect. It is dear that some Trinity
students don't realize this.
We are supposed to be the elite,
for Christ's sake- the vanguard.
"Trinity College Teaches Excellence." That notion is comical in
juxtaposition with the image of the
trashed bathroom. There is an enormous gap between what we are supposed to be and what we-actually
are.
I know that it was probably just

a couple of Trin students who inflicted the damage in the bathroom.
But do you think the custodians
care about the majority of us who
behaved responsibly? The only
thing they care about is the puke
they have to take care of. Have you
ever thought about what they must
think of us? They know how
wealthy we are, and they know that
we are receiving opportunities that
they would die to have, and at the
same time we are behaving like
spoiled brats. I can't even imagine
what they think.
You guys that trashed the bathroom are a joke, and you should be
ashamed. I am, so you should be.
You decided in some warped
drunken logic to display some sort
of machismo rage in front of some
of your lame drunken friends who
probably pretended to laugh. You
know who you are, and you suck.
One way we can rectify this ptobIem-and this is a problem, one
which is not isolated to Spring
Weekend- is for those students who
do care about this to step up and
voice concern. I am not talking
about formal meetings or whateverjust letting your friend know that it
is not acceptable to trash the campus. Remind him or her that a dignified human beinghas to take care
of that mess. Invoking the lyrics of
Rage Against the Machine, "we
gotta take the power back" from
those Trinity students who are be. having so inappropriately.
Sincerely,
Daniel Rudolph '01

Patriots Deal Was A Dupe
To the Editor:
As a long-suffering fan of the
New England Patriots, 1 could not
believe the overly enthusiastic comments of March 5th by President
Dobelle about the coming of the Patriots to Hartford. We now know it
was a large dose of wishful thinking and worse, a degree of naivete.
Anyone who has watched the manipulative machinations of three
generations of Patriots owners
would know better than to count
the chickens before they're hatched.
Talking to the governor of Rhode
Island would have been instructive.
Wishing doesn't make it so.
As a Massachusetts resident, I'm
happy the Patriots are staying in
Foxboro. As a Trinity Alum and
long time lover of the Hartford area,
I feel empathy for the sports fans of

Hartford who were led down the
garden path. Now they can all be
true-blue Giants fans for a reason!
On the lighter side, would someone explain what a "holistic approach to urban renewal" means.
Aside from the numbing vagueness
of the words, the thought displays
the probability that thespeakerhas
not witnessed all the end results of •
"the joint jumping". I'm sure there
are some residents of Hartford who
are glad they will not witness the
urban renewal sometimes displayed
by a Patriots full house, just as many
residents of Foxboro now get their
daughters and dogs off the street
after some "jumping sell-outs". Caveatemptor.
Sincerely, .
Richard EMalkin "52

NEWS
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Graduation Speakers Chosen
continued from page one
Association of Black Educators
of NY Achievement Award, and
the National Women's Foundation Outstanding Achievement
in Education Award.
The college also announced
that they haveselected the Venerable S. Chusang Rinpoche , a
Buddhist leader from Nepal as
Baccalauteate Speaker.
In addition to Monroe, nine
other people will be receiving
honorary degrees from the college at this year's graduation
exercise. The list includes
Chinua Achebe, Nigerian literary giant; Ricardo Alegria, Director ol Centro de Estudias
Avanzados de Puerto Rico y El
Caribe in San Juan; John
Brademas, President Emeritus
of New York University; Jim
Calhoun, men's basketball
coach for UCONN; Lien Chan,
Vice President of the Republic
of China; Marsha Evans, retired
highest ranking woman Admiral in the US Navy; Rita Moreno,
screen and stage actress; Walter
WWW.OOP.GO ' TV.
Persegati, former Secretary Gen- Lein Chan, Vice President of the Republic of China, will be
eral and Treasurer of the among several honorary degree recipients at Trinity's 1999
Vatican Monuments.
1

commencement exercises.

Drug
Offenders May
Be Eligible For
.'; Academic
/
Scholarships
(U-WIRE) ATHENS, Ohio A United States law that limits
drug offenders' chances to receive student financial aid
might be removed if Congress
votes to pass House Resolution
1053. The resolution, introduced by Rep. Barney Frank, D-

Investigation
into China
Nuclear
Scandal
Continues
WASHINGTON (Reuters) The United States should brace
for more "revelations" on the
China nuclear scandal, a senior
U.S. lawmaker said Sunday.
"The damage was bad, a lot
worse than people ever imagined," said Senate Intelligence
Committee Chairman Richard
Shelby on allegations China
penetrated the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New
Mexico and obtained U.S.
nuclear secrets. "I think there
will be more revelations that
will come out week after week."
The FBI and others are investigating allegations that nuclear
weapons secrets were stolen
from Los Alamos, which fired
scientist Wen Ho Lee last
month on the suspicion that he
made top secret data available
to the Chinese.
Shelby said his committee
would soon focus on how the
Justice Department and the FBI
handled Lee, who reportedly
came to the attention of investigators in 1994. "There is a lot
of blame to go around and I
think it's serious," he said.
Shelby, and others, want to
know why it took so long to zero

A first-time drug sale conviction will result in ineligibility
for two years, and a second offense will make students permanently ineligible, according
to the Act.
The resolution, if passed,
Mass., would remove provisions would remove the drug convicof the Higher Education Act of tion and sale conviction provi1998 that make students with a sions from the Act.
drug conviction ineligible to rePeter Kovar, Frank's press secceive financial aid...?;
/ ••:.'. retary, said Frank introduced
If a person is convicted for the resolution because he
drug possession once, he or she thought students with drug
will be ineligible for student fi- convictions seeking financial
nancial aid for one year. A sec- aid should be considered on a
ond conviction extends the case-by-case basis. Kovar also
period of ineligibility to two said Frank met with financial
years, and a third offense makes aid directors who worry the
the student permanently ineli- provisions might stop students
gible to receive financial aid, ac- who have made mistakes from
cording to the Act.
getting their lives back together.
in on Lee's alleged activities,
which included assertions he
manipulated sensitive computer files.
Shelby questioned why Justice investigators at one point
did not approve a request from
the FBI to secretly monitor Lee's
computer and telephone.
Shelby said last week after a
briefing by FBI Director Louis
Freeh that the espionage case
had become the bureau's top
priority. But Shelby said Sunday
that Freeh told lawmakers
building a spy case is extremely
difficult, but he (Shelby)
thought one would be made.
"My gut feeling is there will be
charges. Hopefully they will be
good ones," Shelby said.
Separately, the New York
Times reported Sunday that a
secret report to top Clinton administration officials last November warned that China
posed an "acute intelligence
threat" to the government's
nuclear weapons labs and that
computer systems at the labs
were being constantly penetrated by outsiders.
Shelby said China, which denies the spy assertions, is "so
aggressive and so well connected all over America" on-U.S.
nuclear technology matters. A
U.S. National Security Council
spokesman said the report cited
by the Times was ordered by the
president in 1998 and included

a "comprehensive action plan"
to address security at national
laboratories.
"The Energy Department has

taken a number of steps to increase security at the labs and
we will continue to be vigilant
as we deal with the threat from
China and other countries trying to acquire our nuclear technology," the spokesman, David
Leavy, said.

US Soldiers
Released By
Serbs in
Kosovo As
Bombing
Continues
BRUSSELS, Belgium (CNN) North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and U.S. officials
said Sunday that, despite the release of three U.S. soldiers detained in Yugoslavia, the air
attacks against the country will
continue.
' Clinton said that the NATO

On The Beat
New Leads in March Robbery
The Hartford Police Department has announced progress in
the case of the Lower Long Walk robbery of March 9. Detectives
believe they have recovered one of the items taken in the assault
and have two suspects. They will be showing photos of the suspects to the victim.

Breaking and Entering
On April 26, two college employees .reported that their residence at 93 Crescent Street was broken into some time between
4:30 and 6:05 PM. The front door was broken and a TV, VCR,
and some change were removed. The Hartford Police Department is investigating the incident.

Cayght Redhanded
On April 27, a Trinity employee locked his bicycle outside of
the Life Sciences Center and returned at 4:05 PM to find two
youngsters trying to remove the lock. The youngsters, approximately fifteen years of age, fled the scene.

But Words Will Never Hurt Me
Two students were involved in a verbal altercation that led to
physical violence near 122 Vernon Street on April 30. Both parties involved sustained slight injuries. The case has been forwarded to the Dean of Students Office.

Another One Bites The Dust
At approximately 3:00 AM on April 30, a student was found
in a third floor bathroom in Hansen Hall suffering from an alcohol related illness. TCERT responded, evaluated the student
and left her in the care of friends who agreed to watch her for
the remainder of the night.

Radar Fails To Detect Thief
On May 2, the window of a vehicle parked near SummitStreet
and College Terrace was broken and a radar detector was taken.
Later that day, between 3:00 and 5:00 PM, a radar detector valued at $85 was taken from a car parked on Vernon Street.

We Were Merely Freshmen
At 10:20 on the night of April 30, two freshmen were involved
in a verbal altercation. One student struck the other, who sustained an eye injury. The case has been forwarded to the Dean of
Students Office.
airstrikes, which began March
24, would continue unabated
until Yugoslav President
Slobodan Milosevic agrees to
withdraw troops from the
Serbian province of Kosovo and
allow ethnic Albanians to return under self-rule with the
protection of a NATO-led
peacekeeping force. The president also commended Rev.Jesse
Jackson, whose personal mis-'
sion to the Yugoslav capital of
Belgrade won freedom for the
three prisoners.
Jackson, who is expected to
visit the White House later this
week, is carrying a letter from
Milosevic in which the
Yugoslav president reportedly
asks to meet Clinton face to face.
Administration officials said
such a meeting would be unlikely.
Defense Secretary William
Cohen, asked if the U.S. military
might reciprocate by releasing
two Serb POWs, said: "That may
come about at some time."
The release of the prisoners
came as NATO intensified
airstrikes against Serb forces in
the province of Kosovo and the
Yugoslav president's sources of
power, including TV transmission stations and military, party
and personal headquarters.
NATO spokesmanjamie Shea
said Sunday that eight radio relay sites and more than a dozen
road and rail bridges were hit.

A freshly imposed U.S. embargo on all but food and medicine to Serbia and a European
Union ban on oil shipments
also is tightening the economic
noose.
Clinton discussed the latest
developments in a 15-minute
phone conversation Sunday
with Russian President Boris
Yeltsin, a White House official
said.
Jackson and some congressional Republicans, meanwhile,
urged a pause in the airstrikes
in favor of further diplomacy.
From Europejackson said he
hoped the release of the three
U.S. servicemen "is a diplomatic
gesture that will receive, in
kind, a diplomatic response."
The U.S. soldiers, released after 32 days in captivity, were
met at Ramstein Air Force Base
in Germany with "Welcome
Home" signs, U.S. flags and
about 200 well-wishers.
Staff Sgt. Andrew Ramirez,
24, of Los Angeles; Staff Sgt.
Christopher Stone, 25, of Smiths
Creek, Michigan; and Spc.
Steven Gonzales, 22, of Huntsville, Texas, were taken into custody March 31 along the
Yugoslav-Macedonian border.
They were taken to a military
hospital for a medical examination. The former prisoners said
they hoped their ordeal would
pave the way to an end to the
Kosovo crisis.
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Electronic Message Sparks Action
BY RENAY SMALICOMB

News Editor

Two weeks ago, a misdirected electronic broadcast, message that was
deemed by authorities to be racially offensive and threatening caused a student
to report the message to the Dean of Students Office and Campus Safety. An investigation involving on and off-campus
authorities ensued and the sender of the
message was interrogated and is currently awaiting a punishment.
Dean of Students Mary Thomas described the message as "racist and threatening," and stated that the student who
wrongfully received the message felt the
matter was serious enough to bring to
the attention of the community. The student alerted Campus Safety and the
Dean of Students Office who then contacted the Hartford Police.
Thomas explained that alerting such
authorities was necessary due to the nature of the message, and commented
that, "given what is going on in the rest
of the country, we felt this warranted a
serious response." However, Thomas
emphasized that even in the absence of
extenuating circumstances, the authorities would have been alerted.
The assistance of a computer technician was necessary to track down the
origin of the message. Once it was discovered who sent it, the student who
wrote the message was questioned by a
federal agent.
While being questioned, the student
who wrote the message explained that
the message had been written as a joke
between him and his friend. Able to
prove to the satisfaction of the authorities that no harm was intended, the in-

vestigation ended.
A quick post was then sent to the Trinity community alerting them of the incident. Included in the message was an
apology from the student who wrote the
broadcast. He stated, "lam here to apologize to any parties I may have offended
with my recent actions...both my friend
and I realize that although no offense
was intended, but may still
result...Hopefully you will see there was
no ill will intended and the parties involved have come to this conclusion as
well."
Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly
stated that "On the surface, the message
appeared threatening." Kelly also added
that the response to the electronic broad-

.. •

cast was warranted "in light of recent
events."
Thomas explained that notifying the
campus of the incident was necessary
because "after considering the ramifications, we felt it was more important to
inform the campus to help dispel rumors
that may have started." Thomas added
that it was not known at first how many
students received the broadcast, and that
the potential for harm was great.
Thomas emphasized that the students
involved were entirely cooperative with
the investigation and were sincere in expressing their regret for their actions.
Currently, an appropriate sanction is
being considered by the Dean of Students Office.

.V
ANDY SHEPARD

The recent incident involving a misdirected electronic message
over the college network has sparked concern among Trinity
students.

1999 Spring
Weekend
Rocks Campus
continued from page one
many at the event.
The Sunday concert featured Run
DMC, G-Love and Special Sauce, and The
Cherry Poppin' Daddies. "The weather
was beautiful, and that was great," remarked Suzanne Fallon '00. At 12:30 PM,
the music began and continued
throughout the afternoon. Run DMC
was first to perform. Eva Shaw '99 commented on the performance, stating,
"There was such a generation gap between Run DMC and the students...They
had to instruct us on how to dance. It
was hilarious, and though it was fun, it
made it really obvious that we are all really generic." Run DMC was followed by
G-Love and Special Sauce and The
Cherry Poppin' Daddies, both of whom
energized the crowd. Joel Figueroa "02
commented, "This is the most fun I've
had at Trinity since 1 stayed here as a perspective."
Some studen ts expressed the h ope tha t
Spring Weekend would never end. Ivan
Dejesus '02 captured this sentiment saying that "It should have been longer...they
needed more bands." Though she had
fun, Darlene LeBron '02 said, "Spring
Weekend should be geared to a more diverse group of people. There should be
more options as to what students can
do."
Finally, Jonathan Prosnit '01 summed
up the aura of Spring Weekend, remarking, "Spring Weekend was like strolling
down Broadway in the heart of tourist
season; lots and lots of people meandering aimlessly, searching for some higher
consciousness."

Lecturer Addresses Morality Of Iraq Sanctions
BY SARAH JOYCE

News Writer

Last Tuesday, April 27, Christopher
Allen-Doucot gave a lecture addressing
the morality of the sanctions placed by
the U.S. against Iraq which limit its access to oil, certain foods, and most chemicals. Allen-Doucot is a member of the
Catholic Worker Organization, which
helps people meet the needs of food and
furniture, helps underprivileged children and sponsors anti-violence programs.
Allen-Doucot began his presentation
by saying that since December, the U.S.
has been bombing Iraq without break
every other day. However, Allen-Doucot
noted, these bombings do not target key
military zones, instead, the bombs have
hit a total of 10 schools, a maternity
ward, a water treatment plant and
countless civilian households. Coupled
with the sanctions, Allen-Doucot argued, the bombing is destroying Iraq.

Allen-Doucot stated that before the
Gulf War, the vast majority of Iraqi citizens enjoyed a high standard of living
with ample food, education through college, clean water and medical standards
on par with those of Europe. He added
that because all of Iraq's foreign accounts
are frozen, "there is no money for food or
medicine...the food and medicine that remains in Iraq spoil on a regular basis due
to the high rate of electricity loss."
Due to the sanctions and the shortage
of medical supplies in Iraq, hospital supplies are shared and diseases are transferred between patients because
sanitation is no longer possible. "Since
the Gulf War," Allen-Doucot stated, "the
sanctions are responsible for 9,000
deaths per month, most of which are
children.'
"Hospitals are forced to choose between medical supplies and sheets. They
choose the medical supplies, of course,
and patients are asked to provide their
own bedding," said Allen-Doucot. Since
the Gulf War, the Leukemia rate in Iraq

Camp Hazen YMCA
Caff l-$0O'24$-8244 for an application!

Summer Jobs Available!
Cabin Counselors and activity Instructors, needed for co-ed resident camp, Competitive salaries.
Join the Camp Hazsn team, enjoy
a fun and rewarding summer in
Hew EnglandI
VifaJiusatwvw.camphawiymea.oig

204 West Main Street, Chester, CT 06412

has tripled. 3,000 tons of radioactive United States Government wants the
material was left behind. Despite the next generation of Iraqi children to be
drastic rise in Leukemia rates, the sanc- weak and retarded," said the doctor.
tions cut back on Chemotherapy treat- Anna Chase '01, enjoyed the use of imagment. While the United States enjoys a ery in the lecture, stating, "The presen90% recovery rate from Leukemia, Iraq tation was very informative and moving.
suffers from nearly a 100% death rate His slides really painted a very vivid picture of the suffering of those people."
from the same disease.
Allen-Doucot usually presents his
Allen-Doucot also discussed his second trip to Iraq since the Gulf War. He slide show to Catholic churches around
traveled with a group called "Voices in the country questioning what the
the Wilderness." Allen-Doucot and his United States government is hoping to
entire group faced twelve year prison achieve from the sanctions. He expressed
sentences, the possible loss of their pass- little hope of having the sanctions being
ports and a half a million dollar fine for lifted, stating "Seeing as the U.S. will veto
traveling within Iraq. Since his return, any attempt to lift the sanctions in Sehe has traveled around and tried to raise curity Council, we have to be informed
consciousness through a slide presenta- and once we are educated, we are oblition of photos from both of his trips. His gated to do something."
presentation is full of statistics which
Here in Hartford, Allen-Doucot and
support his questioning of the sanctions The Catholic Worker Organization
placed on Iraq.
sponsor a vigil in the Federal Building
Allen-Doucot continued his presenta- downtown to raise awareness in the
tion by saying that the air is polluted, the community. He encourages people to
food is spoiled and the water is contami- write letters to the editor and voice their
nated. The sanctions inhibit Iraq from opinion on a subject which tends to be
purchasing chlorine to purify the water, overlooked in today's news. Allenthe reason being that chlorine can, be Doucut also encourages people to conused for biological weapons. "Over half tact the press and ask them about their
of the rural population of Iraq has no lack of coverage. "We're at two wars now
access to drinkable water," said Allen- and this one isn't being reported," he said.
Doucot. All of the supplies which Iraqi
Allen-Doucot's lecture was attended
citizens need to live are scarce. Eggs, fish, by six or seven people. He distributed litmilk, and poultry are too expensive for erature in order to aid in raising concommon people. While these supplies sciousness and asked all in attendance
are rationed each month to citizens, the to sign a petition to Congress asking
rations lack the essential vitamins, pro- them to lift the sanctions on Iraq. He
tein, and minerals. Hence, children suf- encourages everyone to get involved and
fer from dehydration, anemia^ rickets, get educated. Allen-Doucot concluded
renal failure, and dysentery in alarming his lecture by stating, "Our silence and
rates. Before the Gulf War and the sanc- inaction is complicity," Christopher
tions, 600 children died each month. Allen-Doucot's closing remark.
Since the Gulf War, 4,947 children die
Erinn Rieth '00 felt that the lecture \
each month.
was extremely informative and stated, "I
In addition to providing statistics, was really surprised and taken aback
Allen-Doucot showed slides of sick chil- that there were so few people there. I had
dren and bereaved families. Half way little knowledge and now that I'm aware,
through the presentation, Allen-Doucot I want to do something and get involved
played an audio tape containing sounds with easing the sanction. I was sad to see
of a hospital ward. Interspersed were so few people. This is something people
comments from an Iraqi doctor. "The should be aware of,"
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Search For Chaplain Begins
continued from page one
circle."
Sharon Herzberger, Vice
President for Student Services,
remarked "I am so happy for
him and for the students and
faculty that he will now lead.
He assumed his duties here
with energy, compassion, and a
love for all humanity, and he
will be missed."
President Evan Dobelle expressed that Charleston's departure "is going to be an enormous
loss... Steve was particularly effective as a member of the administration in working with
other administrators and faculty and students on
multicultural affairs."
Aside from his duties as
chaplain, Charleston served as
affirmative action officer for the
college. Charleston explained
his role in this position, stating,
"I try to help administration
and staff in their searches to
bring in more diversity" when
hiring new staff members.
Charleston indicated that he
would remain at Trinity to "finish Graduation and Reunion."
Prior to his departure, Charleston also intended to "help in trying to identify candidates" for
the position of chaplain.
Herzberger was appointed
Chair of the search committee
charged with finding a new
chaplain.
The committee,scheduled to
meet throughout the summer
months, includes Assistant
Dean of Students Chris Card,
Professor of Religion Frank
Kirkpatrick, Director of the
First Year Program Diane
Martell, Professor of History

Borden Painter, Director of the
Center for the Study of Religion
in Public Life Mark Silk, as well
as students Alain Davis '02, Jeffrey Coleman '01, Gordon Mann
'00, Dan Berman '01, Rachel
Rivera '99, Josh Sherman '01,
and Brian Jackson '00.
"As for the Chaplain itself,"
Dobelle explained, "one would
presume and would hope for a
person, a man or woman, who
can involve the whole community
in
faith
and
multiculturalism, and I think
that is what thesearch committee will look for."
Herzberger remarked that
"the search committee has not
yet met as a group, but we are
already communicating about
the criteria and formulating a
job description. We will seek a
person who understands
Trinity's commitment to support people of all faiths, will
serve as a spiritual and moral
leader for the entire campus
community, and will follow
Steve Charleston's excellent
lead in promoting tolerance,
valuing diversity, and teaching
us about our civic responsibilities." Herzberger added that
"The committee will meet over
the summer and intends to have
a new Chaplain in place in the
fallIn a message to Herzberger,
Gordon Mann '00, a member of
Christians at Trinity (CAT) explained the organization's expectations of a candidate for the
chaplaincy. "We want to make
sure the chaplain has a sincere .
belief in the Christian precepts
necessary tb beJiftn effective
leader of the Christian commu-
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Rosenberg of Amherst said he
did not want to comment on the
continuing "yo-yo" of reports on
nity on campus." Mann wrote,
the various possibilities with
and "At the same time, the conthe Patriots.
cern was also voiced that the
Connecticut Senate President
chaplain understand that TrinPro
Tern Kevin B. Sullivan said
(The
Hartford
Courant)An
ity College is a campus with a
multitude of beliefs and official of the New England Pa- the statement by the Patriots
lifestyles, and...be able to...create triots said Saturday the team official is "a straw in the wind
a sense of community with all has made no decisions regard- of confirmation that they may
the members of Trinity Col- ing its future plans, and he dis- be on the verge of selling the
paraged the recent stadium deal team."
lege."
The Patriots, the official said,
put
together by Massachusetts
Dobelle explained that "we
will be seeking an Episcopal leaders hoping to keep the team still had an affinity for Rowland
and his staff. "They worked
priest which has been the tra- in Foxboro.
In a wide-ranging discussion, their [tails] off," he said. "I think
dition and is something that I
do not want to change." In seek- the official insisted the Con- the problem was in assessing
ing an Episcopal chaplain, the necticut deal collapsed solely the site at the beginning. Lied is
search committee, according to
Dobelle has a "finite community to look from so it may well
be easier to get someone to come
here by the fall semester and
that is our hope."
Dobelle stated "we wish Steve
well. We were fortunate to have
him here for the period of time
that he was. His time here was over the viability of the time- too strong a word, but I'd just say
meaningful and defining in the table for building the stadium. they didn't really know how to
lives of many people and I will He credited Gov. John G. look at a site. Originally, they
personally miss him beyond Rowland and his staff for their were talking 2001. Fine. Then
professionally."
effort, but criticized them in they said 2002. OK. But then it
Charleston indicated that he their knowledge of the looked like it might be 2003."
would "continue as an alum to stadium's site at Adriaen's
Robert Fiondella, chairman
be very visible and active" Landing.
of Phoenix Home Life Mutual
within the Trinity community.
Team officials criticized the Insurance Company, has spearCharleston also stated that he Foxboro deal — the one that headed the business effort to
would remain closely involved would, at best, give them less rally support for Adriaen's
in the new group, The Friends than $200 million in support Landing.. On Saturday,
of the Chapel, which was the and require them to spend an Fiondella rejected the Patriots'
"leader of a major project to additional $200 million of their belief, based on consultants' recomplete the building" that was own money. The Massachusetts ports, that the stadium might
left unfinished when finances agreement reached Tuesday not have been completed by the
were exhausted in 1929.
was put together by business- agreed on date of 2002.
Finally, Charleston reflected man Paul Kirk and supported
Fiondella said he was considthat his years at Trinity were by House Speaker Thomas ering legal action against the
some of the "happiest years of Finneran, the longtime nemesis team and the league; he estimy life. This is a wonderful of Kraft and opponent of state mates his company has spent $3
setax&Af Attd^eommunity, and in funding for stadiums.
million to $4 million on the
Massachusetts Sen. Stanley project's planning.
many ways I will never leave it."

Hew England
Patriots Back
Out of SVlove To
Hartford
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Trinity Taekwondo Takes Tournament
Levic '02, Phuoc Nguyen '01,
Samuel Ralston '02, Samnang
Sonn '02, and Enid Soto '01 all
took home medals. The Championship competition included
students
from
Trinity,
Wesleyan, and UCONN-, as well
as other members from S.K. affiliated Academies in Connecticut. The tournament was
hosted in Trinity's Ferris Athletic Center and Dr. Sang H.

Meg Fowler,
2-Time SGA
VP, Bids
Trinity A
Fond Farewell

twice a week since the beginning of the second semester despite
busy schedules and other
Features Writers
extracurricular activities that
most members have. With
Congratulations to the eight
much encouragement from Mr.
winners of the 1999 United
Moryl, Trinity students comStates Taekwondo Council
peted in 3 tournament events:
BY ETHAN KRAVITZ
(USTC) Friendship ChampionPoomse, Breaking, and Sparring.
'
*
Features Writer
ship on Saturday, May 1. ChrisPoomse is a competition of
topher Chan '02, Cassi Hallam
forms in which points are given
'01, Stuart Hatch '01, Dragan
This past Monday, I had the
based on accuracy, control,
power, speed, dynamics, and pleasure of sitting down for a
kihap as expected for different few minutes with Megan
belt groupings. Judges also look Fowler '99, Vice President of
for these qualities in the break- SGA for the last two years.
1 asked Megan about her
ing competition among contestants of the same belt rank. plans after graduation. "I plan
Sparring (by weight division) is to drive cross country with a
a competition of fighting skills, few friends. Then, I'm going to
and points are given for success- Alaska to go sea-kayaking." To
ful attacks and counterattacks finish up her trans-continental
in accordance with USTC adventure, Megan plans to beguidelines. In addition to come a revolutionary in the
Taekwondo skills, etiquette and Central American country
good sportsmanship were em- known today as Belize.
But seriously folks, Megan is
phasized during the tournament, and the team represented a member of a dying breed of
Trinity graduates. "Fowler," as
Trinity well in all aspects.
The club's present goal for the we all lovingly harass her, was
following academic year is to a first-year mentor and is an Enexpand further with member- glish major with a penchant for
ship and with quality. Regular Dutch Kuyk classes. Megan has
training sessions and seminars been a strong voice in SGA for
encompass the mental, philo- three years and attributes her.
sophical, and physical discir talents in campus politics to
plines and etiquette of the "old school Trinity folk" like
PHOTO COURTESY
The Trinity Takewondo poses after their
OF CASSI HALLAM
traditional Korean martial art James Moodie, Dean Winer, and
AND PHUOC NGUYEN
victories over teams from nine other
Jason Sincotti.
of
Tae Kwon Do.
area schools.
In her four years at Trinity,
Megan has seen a bulk of the
recent changes in the social atmosphere of the college like the
de-emphasis of drinking on
campus and a re-emphasis on
the Liberal side of arts colleges
in New England. Now that her
senior year is drawing to a close,
she and Dave Jewett have declared a state of "weirdness." She
states," I could not possibly begin to relate all of the
debaucherous crimes, parties,
and distasteful situations I have
been involved with (mostly because they wouldn't let me
graduate if "they" knew everything).
Fowler says she, Jewett and
other individuals are sorry to
leave a daily atmosphere of antics and familiarity that can
only be bred by living with the
same group of people for four
fun years.
So, while it is nice to say
goodbye to the mundane world
of academics it is always
coupled with the sadness of
knowing that the next time she
sees some of these faces she will
not notice a new haircut or outfit they may don as they will no
longer be part of each other's
daily lives.
Despite all the problems,
heartbreaks, and other "stuff"
that four years swallows in a
heartbeat, the friends and
memories that have been made
will go with Fowler wherever
she may land.
Megan would like to thank
the academy for granting her
this chance to play the part of
Cinderella in a four year production known as "Her UnderTo pay for all the essentials traditional financial aid won't cover, get the AcademicEdge™ Loan.
graduate Career."
Low interest rates. Easy to apply. Make no payments in school. Flexible repayment after you graduate.
"As long as we are on record
here," says Fowler, "I would like
to say I'll miss the roof of the
chapel, late night in the Ferris
Pool, and the cool shade of the
Bishop's shadow in late spring.
For .chose of you who have been
THE TOTAL EDUCATION LOAN
my silent conspirators, 1 appreCall toll-free 1-877-310-3456 for more information.
http://AcademicEdge.ChelaFinancial.com
ciate your effort, your loyalty to
the cause, and your complete
©1999 Chela Financial
lack of morals.
BY CASSI HALLAM

AND PHUOC NGUYEN

Kim, who is the founder and
president of USTC, conducted
the ceremony of events that
gathered competitors, friends
and family from all over Connecticut. This is the first year
since the collapse of the previous team that the new generation of Trinity Taekwondo Club
members competed in the
twelfth annual tournament.
The previous club fell apart in
1996 without equipment remaining and without any of the
25 members returning to restart
it. In the fall of the following
year, James DeFelice and Slawek
Moryl, black-belt students of
Master Sang Kim of S.K.
Taekwondo Academy in
Wethersfield, volunteered torevitalize the club and recruited
new Trinity students. Despite
the lack of equipment and
knowledge of college activity
guidelines, club members (then
7) and instructors sustained
their commitment to this revitalization project. Now, in the
present, but closing academic
year, active membership has
doubled under the advisory
support of Master Kim and the
instruction of recently promoted second-degree black belt
Slawek Moryl.
Under Mr. Moryl, the team
has been training in preparation for the tournament at least
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Around
Trinity..
Saturday Night's Allright For
FightingSorry we couldn't think of a better
headline, but it's been awhile since AT's
been on the beat.
The Tap was the scene for some after
Hallapalooza, and provided a lesson in
hand-to-hand combat for one unfortunate Bantam. It seems that the Tap
demands two legal forms of identification, and that the student's out-of-state
college ID didn't make the cut. However,
the student made the cut, picking a
fight with the ex-Marine bouncer on
duty, and breaking a Tap window in the
process. For those of you keeping score,
the bouncer won with a TKO in the
fourth.
A Touch Of Class
What the hell were those freaks doing
out in the middle of the quad with the
banquet table?
The attempt to raise the level of TrinTrin partying during Spring Weekend
was admirable, but AT wonders if
there's something a bit classier then
sipping cognac and eating cheese while
drunken revelers spill beer all over you.
Besides, '96 Merlot? You've gotta be
kidding.
Double Your Pleasure
For those of you who didn't make The
Samples concert on Friday, you missed
quite an affair. During the last song of
their set, they invited a couple of coeds
onto the stage to dance with them, and
to no one's surprise the fillies were soon
busting a move with the band. But they
also gave the crowd a good show, for as
they were doing the behind shake, let's
just say the turkey was done. Perhaps
the group got a "sample" of that after
the show.
TCERTFunRun
-,. Friday night was also a busy night for
TCERT members. While doing the
wobble from The Samples concert, one
Bant lost part of some chompers on the
pavement in front of McCook.
;
However, much to TCERT's dismay,
the student refused medical attention
and led the good Samaritans on a wild
goose tour of Trinity, until finally
caught and "persuaded" to sign a release
form.
Hey — we wonder if TCERT's new
insurance covers track & field.
How They Built The Pyramids
It turns out that the band which
prospered on Aerosmith's blood and
sweat still doesn't have a problem
taking advantage of others' labor. RUN
DMC decided to celebrate this
weekend's International Workers' Day
by choking a roadie out of their lavishly
appointed bus.
AT wonders why ConnPirg hasn't yet
taken up the cause of roadie abuse and
called for the heads of TCAC members.
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HARDBALL
W I T H

C H R I S

M A T T H E W S

fier, and Liddy Dole can't catch him. I think
Tripod: What were your favorite stories to
John McCain will do very well among the
report?
press, but he'll never really get into a debate
Matthews: Number one was the Berlin Wall.
with George Bush...
I was there in 1989.1 was
On the other side, I
in Budapest in April of
A highly R ^ v C ^ H respected
think Gore might face
that year, and talking to
st
Wk^sfJKm i > Chris some very tough times
people about what was journals a na
He could lose a
coming. Nobody knew in
Matthews
B
J
^
^
^
^
H
i
~ ahead.
couple of early tests. He
the Spring of '89 it would
be the end of the Commutionally wmJmaJM s y n d i - could lose New Hampshire. He could lose Iowa....
nist world that year...
cated columnist and host of And then the question is
I was in Hungary interdoes he have enough
viewing a guy named
CNBC's "Hardball."
money to win in the big
Gatey Osansky, who's now
Matthews, a former aide of U.S. states?
the Hungarian ambassador to the United States.
What will some
House Speaker "Tip" O'Neill, of Tripod
He was telling me how
the major issues be in
things were changing and
Matthews spoke to The Tripod the campaign?
that they were meeting
Matthews: I don't think
about politics and the media.
with writers and intellecthere will be a big issue
tuals, and 1 felt like saying;
fight this year. It's leaderBy Dan Berman
"that's a joke. Nothing's goship. That's the issue. Who
ing to happen here. This
do thinks going to lead the
place has been communist for a half-century, it's always country? The economy—no one wants an abrubt
going to be communist."
change in fiscal policy. In terms of foreign policy, there
Sure enough, within a few months they opened the will be a lot of debate about what were doing in
door to Hungary to the East Germans, they went pour- Kosovo... I think foreign policy will be a bigger issue
ing through, and that was the end of the Iron Curtain. than we thought, and education going to be huge, with
The other story was covering the South African elec- the question of Colorado and how we deal with that. I
tions in 1994—the first all-races elections. To be able to think gun control is going to be an issue. Abortion, if
vote with Bishop Tutu and to hang around and inter- it's on the table, it hurts the Republicans....
view Mandela and to see people voting, that was a maTripod What about the media's handling of the isjor story.
sues?
Matthews: Well, what we're going to grill [the candiTripod; What is the premise behind "Hardball?"
Matthews: We try to get to the truth, and if that dates] on are the issues. The way you get at them is:
sounds arrogant, fine. We try to cut past the talking "Where do you stand on Kosovo?" "Where do you stand
points and the political statements that are made by on the Colorado situation?" "What are you going to do.
politicians and make them deal with reality, and make about that?" "Where do you stand on abortion?" "Where
them answer questions about what they're really do- do you stand on —" we're going to keep doing this. That's
what we do. But if you do it right, it doesn't sound like
ing. '
•"-*•--' - v
A lot of shows have to let politicians come on and issues. The word issues is a word used who don't really
just talk, and my attitude is that you can go on and ar- like the excitement and the personality conflicts. Eugue, and you can go on and make your case, but I can gene McCarthy said that an issues candidate is the guy
cross-question you the whole time you're on, and get who says the word "issues" all the time....
We're going to a lot of debate about them. It might
the truth out of you.... And they're willing to let me do
it, because they rarely have that much choice. They can not have the specificity of a National Public Radio disnot answer the question, but they can be confronted cussion or a Lehrer-hour discussion, which are "let's
with that.... Also, I love politics and I really know these stop having fun now and let's about issues." We're gopeople and who they are, and I've seen, from how they ing to have fun talking the issues, and we're going to
work on the inside [with Tip O'Neil 1], how they manipu- talk about them in a way that people don't even know
they're eating it. A lot of sugar helps the medicine go
late accounts and arguments.
down, and the best way to d iscuss issues is to do it with
Tripod So why do they do the show?
Matthews: They like to do the show because it some excitement and fun. And by^the time the
reaches a very large audience of people who vote. The conversation's over, you know more than you did in the
big thing is that people actually vote who watch my beginning. And that's a hell of a lot better than a canshow—I'm convinced. Why would you watch Hardball didate reciting their positions on quote, "issues."
"Hardball with Chris Matthews" airs weeknights on
if you don't vote? You have to be very politically interested, and 1 think that's what separates us from the the CNBC cable network at 8:00PM and 11:00PM.
other shows.

•/••

:

.

I think that it's a great way to show your flag. These
lower-level candidates, a lot of them are desperate to
get their name out, get their arguments out. Unfortunately, Bradley's doing better by not showing anything,
as is Liddy Dole.
.
.
Tripod: How can you get people who don't watch
your show or don't vote involved in politics?
Matthews: All I can do is stir some excitement and
stir some controversy among the candidates. I think 1
can play a legitimate role there, stirring things up. It's
my job: get things stirred up, get them interested, get
people off their game. If everybody just went around
reading their speeches, nobody would be interested. But
maybe if you get a good debate going, you might create
some excitement.
But it's not just what I do, it's these events that are
going on. Kosovo and Colorado produce a requirement
for the candidates to have to answer things—they have
to get off their games.
.
Tripod: So are we better off in this age of 24-hour
news coverage?
Matthews: Doesn't matter what we think. The fact is
we're there.
It's a competitive system. It's like we can talk about
the fact that we shouldn't have guns, but we have 65
million handguns and 200 million guns in people's
homes right now. They're there, and gonna be there
when we're all dead. The question is what we're going
to do about it....
Anyways, I think that information is good, that the
more you know the better.
Tripod: Can you handicap the Presidential race?
Matthews: I think Bush will win, because he's a uni-

Top Ten Trinity Terms,
Euphemisms, Or Phrases
For Getting Drunk,
[ Trashed, Dr Hammered

O

10. Soaking out the details
9. Souse-a-phoned
8.

Suckin'Aluminum

7. Herzburgered!
6. "What did I eat today?"
5. Increasing desire; decreasing
performance
4. Imagining that when you kill
brain cells they fight alcohol
particles in a tiny war that looks
like Starship Troopers.
3. Impersonating Marge Schott's PR
director
.
2. Alt. coke

••;•':

1. Livin'la vida High Rise
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Clash Of The Late Night Titans
BY ANDREW WEISS

Opinions Editor

Every weeknight starting
around 11:30 Eastern Standard
Time most of the major networks enter into a battle royale
of epic proportions. The contenders at this nightly main
event are not two 400-pound
WWF or WCW wrestlers, but
rather some of the biggest
names in show business.
In one corner stands NBC
with The Tonight Show with Jay
Leno and Late Night With
Conan O'Brien in the other is
The Late Show with David
Letterman and The Late Late
Show with Craig Kilborn.
While there are certainly other
shows that would like to join
this cage match, most of them,
such the Happy Hour and
andThe Chevy Chase Show have
all gone the way of bubble-gum
soda and Anthony Michael
Hall'sxareer: into oblivion. In
this late-night rumble only the
big names have survived.
A few years ago when
Letterman and The Late Show
jumped from NBC to CBS for a
more lucrative contract and a

history, but the move failed to
bring about any real change in
the show. Although the material was still fairly funny, it did
not improve with the added
competition from The Tonight
Show. People seemed to get tried
of the same old gags. For example, there are only so many
times that one can watch bowling on 52nd street and think
that it is funny. While there was
still some humor in watching
people throw bowling balls at
flaming brandy, the Top Ten
List, a Letterman mainstay, has
recently fallen short. The topics remain creative and timely,
but the actual list is not funny
anymore. Letterman, it seems,
has passed his prime.
Recently CBS felt that it had
released the Kraken with The
Late Late Show with Craig
Kilborn, which was targeted toward a younger crowd as a more
hip alternative.
Thus far the reviews have
been mixed. Some have enjoyed
the former ESPN anchor's offcenter brand of humor and five
questions, while others simply
think that he is lame. John
Brigham '00 said "[He's] more
satisfying than your typical

CBS, it had appeared, had pulled one of
the biggest coup de etats in TV history,
but the move failed to bring about any
real change in the show.
better timeslot, 11:30 PM instead
of 12:30 AM, the entire late night
television scene shook,as if
struck with Thor's mighty
hammer.
Rather than having two of
the most popular late night programs on the same network,
they were now in direct competition with each other. CBS, it
had appeared, had pulled one of
the biggest coup de etats in TV

cheese food product." In an attempt to win over younger audiences Kilborn has invited
guests such as Shannon
Doherty and has taken some his
gags from when he hosted
Comedy Central's The Daily
Show. For example, a popular
bit know as the five questions
that he did on The Daily Show
has now reappeared on The
Late Late Show. This gag is

much like Letterman's recent
Top Ten Lists; a series of hit or
miss jokes at best. Kilborn
should have stayed on Comedy
Central if he cares at all about
the direction that his career is
currently taking.
The undisputed champion of
late night television The Tonight Show with Jay Leno is still
considered one of the popular
late night programs, but lately
it has been slipping. His jokes
are still relatively funny and
timely, he has certainly taken
full advantage of the recent
Clinton scandals.
Leno's bits and gags, however,
have been falling way behind.
Headlines, were he reads funny
and ironic newspaper headline
and adds, is dry and lacks creativity. Leno's basic problem is
that he is trying to live off the
legend of Johnny Carson and
the past of The Tonight Show. Instead of inventing some new bit
he relying on the ones that he
has been using for years and
then hoping people will watch
simply because it is The Tonight
Show. On thing that Leno will
: always have are the magical,
hypnotic powers that his chins
posses.
The True heavyweight of the
late night battle is Late Night
With Conan O'Brien. The show
has aired for only five years and
already has a significant following. Perhaps most popular on
aspect are the fresh bits that
Conan O'Brien is constantly reinventing his show.
Considered one of the funniest gags is his fake interviews
with President'GlindqM and
other famous people. The President talks through a real mouth
imposed over a still picture.
O'Brien's returning characters are also a key component to
the strengths of this show. The
most popular is The Masturbating Bear. "You can't beat the

IF YOU COULD HAVE ANY
JOB OVER THE SUMMER,
WHAT WOULD IT BE?
NICHOLE DINUNZIO '00

"I don't know. I'd just
work all over the Earth
saving animals and
stuff."

JORGE SILVA '01

"I would love to he a
cahana boy.
Nowhere in particular,
just a cabana boy."

MARTIN MIHOFF '01

"Either a placebo lifeguard lying on a chaise
lounge in Hawaii or a
gigolo."

g Bear," said
O'Brien fan Dan Rudnick '01.
He also scored big points with
fans and the love of fair Pairs by
insulting many popular celebrities instead of having them on
his show.
Lino Hsie '01, an late night
watcher commented that,

"Conan O'Brien is definitely the
funniest late night talk show
host. I especially like it when he
bashes Leonardo DiCaprio and
calls him gay." In addition to his
more popular segments, there
seems to be a new funny bit or
gag every night. This round
goes to O'Brien.

's Mysf f col Totzot
YOU'RE ON YOUR O W N FOR THE SUMMER...
N~

Ixo

TAURUS

r #

XIL25-AUG22
The
Prince
of Swords destroys as fast
Having trouble figuring out what
you're going to do with your summer? as he creates. Don't be that guy. Your forBetter hurry up - it's almost here! Be tune is spinning and I'm betting that
careful what you chose.though. It may you're the lucky one this summer if you
sound sensible to take a job to make a don't ruin things for yourself. With you,
lot of money, but you'll be more pro- failure is rarely an accident, so stop saboductive and enjoy your summer a lot taging things and learn to enjoy the good
things on your plate. If you behave, just
more if you do something you love.
desserts are sure to follow.
-MAY 20

GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN20

VIRGO
AUG23-5EFT22,

As the spring rushes into bloom,
your enthusiasm for life just keeps
growing. You are renewed by the
bounty of mother nature and a little
sun-worshipping in the lazy afternoons. Enjoy it and gain strength
while you can. Your summer may have
ups and downs, but you will have
grown a great deal by the end.

Do and do again - there is no try. While
others head for the high dive, you shun
sensationalism and belly flops for the
lower dive and the practice-leads-to-aperfect-ten method. Your fire burns
within and you'll be ahead of the game
at the end of the day. Inspiration will hit
soon, making you an unstoppable heat
wave this summer. Go for the gold!

CANCflR
21 -JUL22 rf
I realize that you trying to get the
most out of the next four months, but
all your craftiness won't help you if
you don't make up your mind and stop
putting people on hold. If you have the
means, take time off and enjoy yourself.
De-stressing would do you good

\

A.

5E.PT 25- OCT 22 j L

Think your future's so bright you've
gotta wear shades? Better come down
from Cloud 9 before you melt your wings
in the sun. The fall won't feel too good
and you'll have a long swim home. You'll
have more fun if you land softly and play
with the other mortals instead.

SCORFIO

AQUARIUS

JAN2O-fEL6 IS
OCT25-NOV2I
There are times when you are living
Time to calm down and put the toys
away, little camper. Co-ed playtime is proof that this truly is the dawning of
over and it's back to the salt mines for the Age of Aquarius. Then there are the
you! But cheer up, all your toil and other times. Don't worry, you've got
trouble now might just result in a report your chakras in line and you're ready
card the parents are happy to sign and to roll. You have enough energy and amsome extra allowance for ice cream. And bition to get anything you want if you
if you're REALLY good, they might even : go for it. Just don't step back. Remember that for you, change is always good.
let you take the car to the beach.

SAGITTARIUS

.PISCES

NOV22-DLC2I
You've got chills and they're multiplying. Feel like you're losing control? I think
you just may have lost this battle. The outlook doesnlt look good, but who knows,
you can always ask again later. Happiness
is headed your way from somewhere, so
put on your batter's cap and prepare for
that pitch! In the meantime, tranquilizers
are available at the infirmary.

You're going slightly mad...stress getting to you, my dear? It's been a hard
semester and you're just a little bit out
of your element. Jump back in the water and the world will resume its nice,
curved, ripplily look. Missed that, didn't
you? Keep swimming and you won't
sink. There are sunny days ahead.

' CAPRICORN,PLX22-JAN \9
Think you've got it all figured out, don't
you? Well, your pride and prejudice is
about to result in crime and punishment.
And if that punishment fits, get ready for
some sound and fury. You may want some
more, but if you don't shape up soon,
you'll deserve what happened to Oliver.

MAR2I-AFR 19
Feel that you've strayed off the path,
like you're not really headed where you
want to be? Material concerns should
never outweigh' your desire for happiness. Your fiery personality will return
if you look outside your,usual sphere
for a new spark to kindle your flames.
Use this time to find out what you need.
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Battle Of The War Movies: Ryan Vs. Red Line
Despite the outward similarities, Ryan being a WWII movie
about the European front and
Red Line being a WWII movie
Last year, the movie industry about the Pacific theatre, the
came out with a new batch of two films have little in common.
movies about the United States' Both did, however, employ big
involvement in World War II. name actors, such as Matt
While both Saving Private Damon, and Tom Hanks (Ryan),
Ryan and The Thin Red Line. and Sean Penn, John Cusack,
received the best backing their and Nick Nolte (Red Line).
studios could afford, they exActors in Red Line, distinisted at opposite ends of the suc- guished themselves by blending
cess scale. Ryan, released injune into the background of war. An
and directed by Steven actor who acts, like a normal
Spielberg, was practically a suc- guy deserves a lot of credit. Seecess before its release. In fact, it ing Tom Hank's emotionless
exceeded predictions and be- face as he mows down German
came one of the highest gross- soldiers doesn't make much
ing movies of all time, easily sense until you actually watch
breaking the $200 million him do it.
mark.
What derailed a lot of the
The other film Red Line, was scenes in both of these movies
nearly overshadowed by the re- were other actors who couldn't
turn of filmmaker Terrence turn themselves into soldiers.
Malick, and was completely Sean Penn resembled the same
eclipsed by the flood of actors Penn we see in all his movies.
who jumped at the chance to Ted Danson as Captain Hamill
work with him. The resulting came across with an interesting
film was unable to cover its own quietness of a man who had orcosts, despite being nominated dered many to their deaths.
for Best Picture, like its counterBeyond the plotlines, the
part.
films diverge. Red Line is the
BY DEVIN PHARR

Features Editor

W WWCEOClTltS COM-HOUYWOOD

Sean Penn leads the Charlie Company in Thin Red Line.

more movie-like of the two. An
attack on the island of
Guadalcanal by the army is
broken up by lengthy glances at
the world surrounding the
battle. In these scenes we listen
as the characters ponder their
roles in the grand scheme of
war. Why do we try to encompass the world in this struggle
when it is clear that the world
encompasses us? The answer,
that people matter very little to
the world, is obvious.
One of the best parts of this
film for the audience is that this
meaninglessness becomes true
as they watch. A single soldier,
screaming in pain, breaking the
quiet of wind and birds, is silenced, and this seems right. It
becomes right that no man can
holler and cry about a world
that isn't his own, or isn't even
our own. As one character says,
we are meant to see "the glory
in death, shining through."
It is upsetting that a movie so
at battle with itself like Ryan
was chosen by audiences as the
better war film. The film opens
with a horrifying, then fascinating scene of bloodied and broken young men crawling up
onto the beach. The enemy high
on the hill fills the air with
burning metal, cutting and
tearing these soldiers to pieces.
There comes a point when you
wonder how and why this
could have happened?
Part and parcel of the film industry is that these questions
can be left unanswered. The
break away from the war in this
moyie isgp dear cut you would
be right to wondef draft, 'ifay
Spielberg chose to include the
assault on the beach at all. The
war instead for the next two and

WWW.RZM.COM/PVT.RYAN

Tom Hanks commands the troops in Steven Spielberg's
blockbuster film Saving Private Ryan.

a half hours becomes a tool for
improvisation, It is sometimes
an obstacle, other times a rationale. It is never the focus and
perhaps for our own good, as
war can be fascinating.
Of the two films, it is obvious
that Ryan better understood its
purpose. A film's purpose is to
entertain, enlighten and to establish of its artistic qualities.
Ryan got two out of three of
these. 200 million dollars flat
out equals entertainment, and
of those who were critical of the
films, most found the filming
and camerawork at least worthy
of mention.
Red Line is at the very least a
beautiful film. It is sad that so
few people were willing to sit
through its three hours of gorgeous scenery.
On the subject of enlightenment I say both films managed
some gains. I have been told that
most poetry from or about
WWII is, for the most part, dull
and unremarkable. 1 believe that
because Idoubt'fliere was much
publishable work from the real
heroes; the millions of people
who died. Most interesting was

how both films succeeded in
conveying the philosophy behind the numbers of dead in
their respective campaigns. For
the recapture of Europe, Ryan
demonstrated that there was no
cost we were unwilling to pay.
At the same time in the Pacific,
Red Line showed that the fighting would only finish with the
extinguishment of more lives
than the enemy could bear, culminating, of course, with the
atomic bombs.
Whether intended or not, audiences have been under the impression that these two movies
were vying for best war movie
ever. Why would anyone want
to claim that title? Movies are, at
the bare minimum, about "celebrating life" and the worlds in
which we live or imagine. War is
about destroying it. Perhaps if
someone iscrowned for such an
achievement in the future we
will all hear them say, "Thank
you for voting my film the best
contradiction in terms, with
special thanks to the many audience members who had to be
shot during the film to properly
simulate the art of warfare."

Java Speaks: We Interview Sensor Director Javier Chacin
£)& BY VIRGINIA LACEFIELD

Arts Editor

To wrap up our series of interviews of senior artists, 1 stole a
few moments with theater and
dance majorjavier Chacin to get
the scoop on his years at Trinity,
his future in the art world, and
his senior project, Hello Again.
The insight I gained proved that
the talents he has demonstrated
arepart natural, part hard work,
and one hundred percent genuine Java.
Tripod: So Javier, how long
have you been in theater?
JC: I played a tree in kindergarten, I had to wear a polyester
shirt that was very itchy. Somehow I got past that. •
Tripod: What made you want
to direct Hello Againl Why did
you choose this particular piece?
JC: There, in front of me, was
a piece of musical theater
which did not rely on convention, did not insult my intelligence, and which said
something that struck me as
very "important
Tripod: What was your general vision for the show?
JC: The vision was simple. To
envelope the audience in an atmosphere of timelessness,
where people's paths cross but
don't really meet. To really
bring that to the audience. To
create this atmosphere. In the
beginning of the process I relied
on a "concept" to get this across,
but the end product was due to

the work of the cast and. what simple. Sometimes we miss. writer, or playwright. I think
they did to create this atmo- Sometimes we want to miss, be- you have to have a basic percepsphere, which, after all is said cause hitting it on the nail tion of everything around you
and done, was the best way to go. might be too emotionally in- and a huge willingness to risk
Tripod: Did the successes and. volving for most people. The anything, including emotional
failures of other recent student couples in this piece aim for sex: safety netsand society-imposed
produced plays such as Romeo faceless, fantasy-filled sex. In notions. You have to live above
andjuliet and A Few Good Men the last scene, the whore asks to that in a way. You must be passee the senator's face, then takes sionate and want to say somehave any impact on you?
JC: 1 feel very strongly that, if it in her hands and kisses his
I, as a student, am going to take lips. It is the type of contact all
it upon myself to direct or pro- the characters have wanted, facduce something, 1 am saying ing the other individual is quite
something about what the stu- a task. It's really seeing their
dent body might want to see. partners for the people they are.
Although I do not want to criti- Sex is not a shortcut to somecize the choice of material pro- thing better.
Tripod: So what's the next step
duced in the past, I would like
to believe that the student body for Java?
JC: Directing and writing is
might want to watch something
more interesting and thought my focus, and within a year I
provoking than a production of hope to be attending graduate
a play based on its screenplay, or school studying those areas eia classic play based on the lat- ther in New York City or London, England.
est movie version.
Hello Again is not perfect;
Tripod: Are you influenced by
some of the best things aren't. any other directors or actors?
But it also is not convenient,
JC: My influences include The artist himself. BETH GILLIGAN
simple, predictable, or safe. Al- playwrights John Guare, Tony
though emotionally lacking as Kushner, Terrence Mcnally,. thing. You can take these things
a theater piece, if only because Donald Margulies, Antonin. and hone them down, maniputhere is no one character to Artaud, composer Stephen late them and focus them betsympathize with throughout Sondheim, directors Sam ter through schooling and
the evening, it is intellectually Mendes, Nicholas Hytner, and experience, but you have to have
fascinating in a very Freudian Harold Prince. I have been ex- • a need to scream and speak and
way. The workings of sexuality posed to many incredible the- address things. And lay your
are always a hot topic. The ater artists in my life. I'm very soul and heart as a sacrifice to
search for that other half that thankful for that.
the audience, in complete rewe all think should be out there
Tripod: How did you learn to spect. And not be afraid. And
is universal. In a musical writ- direct? What are challenges?
not hide behind convention.
ten in 1940, the young couple
JC: 1 do not think you can
tripod:. What kind of finanmight find each other and learn to direct, I do not think cial and advisory support did
marry by the end of the second you can learn how to be an ac- you have for this project?
act. Most times it's not that tor, or a composer or book
JC: Student Government was

very supportive and funded the
majority of the project, as was
the technical theater department, who supplied man labor
as well as materials and work
space. Overall, there is a great
deal of support to be given if
somebody is willing to propose
something.
Tripod: What kinds of issues
arose while working on the
musical?
JC: Producing a musical is not
an easy endeavour by any
means. We changed venues because of a confusion between
the production and the calendar office, we recast one part
twice, the second time the day
of the opening. The cast persevered in part because we gave it
a two month rehearsal period
before going into April, and in
part because of their professionalism and talent, which should
never be taken for granted.
. Tripod: What have you gained
from your time at Trinity?
JC: The opportunity to grow
as a theater artist (if I can call
myself that), and the opportunity to find out who I am as an
individual.
Tripod: High points? Low
points?
JC: High points... the people I
have worked with and the opportunities given me as a singer,
actor, director and writer. The
support from those around me.
Tripod: Any last words from
the legendary Java?
.
JCJust a thank you to you all.
I have philosophized enough.
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Cods <fi Monsters
Features Strong Cast
Those of you who caught
Alexander Payne'sdebut film, Citizen
Ruth; will not want to miss his sophomore effort, the dark comedy Election.
This time Payne turns his satirical eye
towards high school elections. The
movie stars Matthew Broderick as a
teacher and Reese Witherspoon as the
overachieving student he attempts to
bring down.
Need a break from the stress of exams? Head over to Garmany Hall on
Saturday, May 8 at 3 PM for a duo piano recital featuring Professor Lise
Waxer and Steve Czak '99. The two
will perform various jazz and Latin
jazz standard tunes, including some
by Bill Evans and AntonioJobim.
If you're in the mood for some good
theater this weekend, stop by the
Bushnellfor Victor/Victoria. Adapted
from the 1982 film of the same name,
this musical comedy centers around
a Parisian actress who disguises herself as a man impersonating a woman
in a cabaret act. For more information,
call 987-5900.

WWW.GODSANDMONSTERS.NET

Brendan Fraser as gardener Clay Boone and Lynne Redgrave as Hanna, James
Whale's disapproving maid.

the specific color of the water is stunning. The color of the water produces a
Arts Writer
light tone when combined with Whale's
memory of friends swimming at night,
Blink. What do you see behind your but later invokes a truly eerie feeling
when Whale's corpse floats aimlessly
eyes?
James Whale sees himself, his past, his half-immersed. The design of Whale's
creations, and his personal demons. Re- residence also harmonizes nicely with
covering from a stroke, the genius behind his character. The large white bed with
Throughout the year,students have
the motion picture Frankenstein finds its satin sheets almost swallows him in
had many opportunities to hear prohimself
distracted and confused with a remarkable visual image as Whale
fessional writers share their poetry.
what
has
become of his life: a disjointed himself is swallowed and consumed by
This Wednesday, they have the chance
collection of memories superimposed his dreams.
to hear some of their fellow students
over nearly everything he sees. Afraidyet
The title, Gods and Monsters, origiread from their own works. The event
stubborn, Whale (Ian McKellen) closets nally intrigued me. I found it to be an
will take place at the Faculty Club at
himself within his home and watches obvious recurring theme within the film.
4:15PM.
the new yard bay Claytan .Boon Thereeujring-visions of Whale's Fran(Brendan Fraser) clip hedges. Eventually kensteinTilms brought the comparison
a tentative friendship develops, but the to light by portraying Whale as a god
strain of Whale's fractured mind and ho- creating his monster. In his former life as
mosexuality brings the relationship near a Hollywood director, Whale enjoyed
to breaking as he tries to bait Clayton playing the god while creating his films;
into a mercy killing.
"Making movies is one of the best things
1 found this film particularly haunt- there is," he says. As his life deteriorates,
ing and exceptionally brilliant. he tries again to create a monster out of
McKellan certainly merits his Academy Clayton in order to end his misery. Ironito seduce a young college boy she is at- Award nomination with his portrayal of cally, as Whale gives into his fond memoBY VIRGINIA
tending, played by the very humorous
Arts Writer
Trevor Martin '01.
Eventually a tentative friendship develops, but the
Martin gives a strong performance in
strain of Whale's fractured mind and homosexuality
Welcome to the last "spring '99 produc- his own right while paired with talented
tion in Studio 19. Welcome to Javier veterans Noakes and Suzanne Farrell '99.
brings the relationship near to breaking as he tries to
Chacin's senior project, Hello Again, a Farrell's portrayal of an unfaithful wife
bait Clayton into a mercy killing.
show that survived various and sundry is funny, touching, and real in both apsetbacks to entertain audiences last Fri- pearances. She gives the audience a true
day, and Saturday nights.
sense of :.the young and unloved spouse
Set in shifting locations and time pe-; searching for a meaningful relationship Whale. The appearances of Barnard, ries of Barnard, movie making, and more
Whale's wartime lover in the foxholes are terrible memories of his family and the
riods, this musical is based upon the '-•-. o u t s i d e a f o l l o w m a r r i a g e . ••••-.•••
scandalous French play La Ronde, origK ^ A large: part of the reasoa for her especially moving; the silence of the horrors of war, he also descends from his
nally written, performed, and protested troubles is .her- husband's sexual attrac- • character and seemingly innocent emo- god-like role into that of a monster.
at the turn of the century. In Chacin's tion to younger men. Nathaniel Zeitz '00 tion that passed between them was truly
My only criticism of the film is in the
:' .
version, the sex was toned down, but the was truly obnoxious in this role, as I sus- a mastery of acting.
ending, which would have been stronger
sensuality emphasized. In actuality, de- pected he was supposed to be. This hid
Since 1 formerly knew Frasier only if i t had stopped at the discovery of
spite some overt making out, only two . some of his slight tendency to overact his from Encino Man, I was surprised to dis- Whale's suicide in the pool and Clayton's
people in the whole show kissed.
parts, and gave the audience a reason to cover that he has a great deal of talent. exit. By running on to show Clayton's
The loose storyline follows a chain of have sympathy for Farrell and laugh at From his character's lowly space on the future as a father and dancing in the rain
lovers, all of whom are searching for love, his attempted seduction of the young social ladder, he convincingly showed a at night in a Frankenstein-like manner,
struggle to be something greater and to the close was too long and detracted
but have confused it with lust. There no thing, played by Peter Blair '01.
specific leads; each actor plays one charBlair undergoes a complete personality appreciate his relationship with Whale, from Whale's death. The jolt from the
acter and is onstage for roughly the same change after he escapes from the sink- while overcoming his fear of Whale's • director's lifeless body floating in a haze
amount .of time.
• "•
of aqua to an average warmly lit living
ing ship of the previous scene and turns homosexuality.
Leading off the first vignette was se- up in a 70's style disco club. His next duet
Redgrave also put in an excellent per- room took away from the power of the
nior Moriah Cleveland as the whore, and was with Chacin, who picks him up and formance as the Whale's crotchety e n d . • • •
junior James Valerio as the soldier she takes him home to his futon. Chacin's housekeeper. I was particularly taken
Overall, the film as a whole leaves us
picks up. Sung under a lovely amber ' portrayal of a budding writer and film- with the first scene between Redgrave with a strange and empty feeling, as if
spotlight, Cleveland's opening solo was maker is hilarious and completely up to and Fraser in which she reveals to Fraser we must examine ourselves to discover
enticing, despite being slightly shaky. par with his previous dramatic perfor- Whale's "buggering" (as she puts it). She whether we are indeed gods or monsters.
Valerio's portrayal of an off-duty soldier mances, despite the fact that he had to tells him in gruff terms that Whale is a Although Whale has his witty moments
was also good, although his vocals were step into the role on short notice. His duet good man, a wonderful man, but Lord and there is comic relief from the amusnot the strongest I've heard from this tal- with Blair is slightly less harmonious help him, he's going to go to Hell. As the ing, if slightly annoying, figure of his
ented member of After Dark.
than 1 had hoped for, but their acting film continues, Redgrave's role seems to horror-film admirer, reporter Mr. Kay
Valerio continued on into the next skills are nicely complimentary.
evolve from her position as grumpy head (Jack Plotnick), many words could be
scene, where he seduced an army nurse
Chacin's next encounter is with the servant, to something akin to Whale's used to describe this piece: haunting, eeplayed by Jennifer Noakes '01. As usual, actress he is trying to get to play the lead wife, in the way that she nags him about rie, disturbing, morose, dismal. McKellan
Noakes gave a fabulous performance, role in his next project. This part was chasing young men and tells him that truly reaches into the viewer's mind,
enhanced by her constantly expressive passed through two different actresses his films are awful.
forcing one to take one's own life into acface and amazingly clear soprano voice. before being taken over by Lauren Moore
The tremendous amount of effort put count, and see what one has made of
Although she is hurt by the soldier's '01 on Friday afternoon. Surprisingly into the set and costuming made the set- oneself.
abandonment of her outside a bar after
ting especially meaningful. The aura set
Blink. What do you see, a god or a
see CHACIN on page 15
they do the dirty deed, she continues on
around the pool by the gardening and monster?
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Tracey Morgan Amuses
Trinitones Draw Large
Crowds With Lewd Humor Crowd For Final Concert
BY JOSHUA MACIEL

Arts Writer

For all those who didn't go to the Bar
With No Name last weekend, Saturday
Night Lives Tracy Morgan brought his
hired (and volunteer) sidekicks and
came to liven up your night. The room
started out filled with people and ended
much the same —just as drunk as they
were when it began.
The precursor to the show was a
bunch of far-too-drunk students trying
to tell jokes. Drunk college students are
notoriously funny, especially when
stumbling around onstage trying to gain
enough composure to tell a joke while
also trying to remember what the joke
was. This was a great introduction to a
night full of laughs, evident by the loud
reception given several of these improvisational performers.
The opening act was a woman. If she
had a name, it was lost in the white noise
of the room as she tried to announce it. I
didn't find her that funny, namely because I vaguely recall her making fun of
men in general. Eventually, however, she
made fun of everyone and even managed
to best a couple intoxicated people in a
verbal battle.
In her own immortal words, "I have a
big black cock...swinging right here," accompanied by the appropriate hand gestures. As if that wasn't enough confusion,
my understanding of what she was saying was greatly impeded by the drunken
jeers of her "fans." After a lengthy period
of this inconsequential jabber, she finally
introduced Tracy Morgan.
Personally, I stopped keeping tabs on
"who's who" in Saturday Night Live afsometjme in the

eighties. Thank goodness that Tracy
Morgan came here to reassert my belief
in the goodness of Saturday Night
humour.
1 can blame it on the cheap beer or I
can blame it on the atmosphere, but the
fact is that I found him funny. Why
would I want to blame it on the beer or
the atmosphere? Because his humour
was entirely juvenile. I guess comedians
feel that joking about sex in a room full
of drunk college students can't go wrong.
For the most part, these comedians are
right. From jokes about masturbation to
"finger-popping" (or "fingah-poppin" in
proper ebonies), the crowd seemed to
enjoy what he was saying. The key is repetition: a bad joke told once is a bad joke,
but a bad joke told twenty times is a great
running gag.
What got the biggest applause and
laughter? Toting the beer cup? Shameless
degredation of a poor drunk college student close enough to the stage to be seen?
Obscene graphical demonstrations of
the difference between black and white
women having orgasms?
As has been proven in countless game
shows — you can't measure applause no
matter how cool the meter you measure
it on is. I can't pick for you and if you
missed it, I pity you. No one should miss
a show this zany if they can help it, and
being passed out drunk on the quad is
never an excuse (ever tried using it on a
professor?)
But as with all shows, Tracy had to
leave. Either the beer was getting to him,
or he was running out of running gags,
so he simply got up and left. It wasn't a
graceful exit, but then, nothing about the
show was graceful, so why should its
conclusion have been any different?

Bv SETH TIUMAN

Arts Writer

This past Thursday, in an interesting
variation on the normal Hamlin Hall
venue, the Trinitones performed their
end of the year concert in the Chapel
Garden. Despite the lack of chairs, the
untimely ringing of the chapel bells, and
the broadcast of Tupac songs from a
room in Jarvis, the location provided a
relaxing place to enjoy a cappella music
on a spring afternoon.
On the whole, the concert went fairly
well. Don Henley's "Boys of Summer" was

fast movingrhythmsand many interesting sections. "Chain Gang" would get lost
in the haze of boring arrangements if it
didn't feature a great duet solo during its
bridge.
Perhaps the most solid of the their arrangements was U2's "I Still Haven't
Found What I'm Looking For." The number featured a terrific solo by Florencia
Guerra '99, who continued to layer new
rhythms throughout the piece, eventually working towards a meaningful conclusion.
The performance was also the debut
(at least for a sober audience; the song
had previously been performed at Trin-

It's hard to judge an a cappeJIa song being sung by so
many people, but Amara Westheimer '02 and Brendan
Way '00 delivered solid solos and the Accidentals
helped provide impassioned rhythmic accompaniment.
the first song that the Trinitones performed. It featured a very good solo, but
it also represented what is wrong with
some of their arrangements. The song
never built to anything; they simply
drifted along using the same rhythmic
and chordal patterns on all verses. This
was also a problem in Fleetwood Mac's
"Landslide" and Cyndi Lauper's "Time
After Time." Great solos, but dull arrangements.
Nevertheless, there were plenty of interesting songs featured in the group's
performance. "I'm Sorry," a comical song
about revenge after a relationship, was a
departure from the normal Trinitones
fare with it's barbershop quartet style.
A-Ha's "Take on Me" (a 1980's
staple)was a crowd favorite, featuring

ity Live) of the Accidentals and
Trinitones' joint song, the Cure's "Just
Like Heaven." It's hard to judge an a
cappella song being sung by so many
people, but Amara Westheimer '02 and
Brendan Way '00 delivered solid solos
and the Accidentals helped provide impassioned rhythmic accompaniment.
The concert featured emotional goodbyes from the group's three seniors:
Guerra, Taylor Milne, and Katharine
Bigelow. As the Trinitones always do, the
senior's picked a senior song, last year's
song being "Time After Time." This year's
choice was Madonna's "I'll Remember."
It featured the three as soloists, and the
beauty of the song was a very positive
note to end tYievr time with the
Trinitones. •
,:

"'it

Vernal Visions Proves To Be
Artistic Hit at Austin Arts

WE HAVE A GREAT SELECTION OF

COURSES.
WE HAVE flexible

SCHEDULES.

YOU'LL HAVE
option

Members of the African Dance class were accompanied by visiting
drummers during the Spring Dance performance. The show also
featured choreography and movement by students and
professional artists from surrounding states, including Amie
.
Dowling, Abdoulaye Sylla, KC Chun, and Mills and Payne Dance.

KATIE BRYANT

Final Call: Chacin Bows Out
continued from page fourteen
enough, Moore pulls off the role with impressive improvisational ability.
Voiceovers worked seamlessly into the
show allow her to react to lines rather
than speak them in her first scene, and
she performs admirably in her second vignette with Timothy O'Brien 'Ol's senator as well.
It is in the last scene that the show
comes full circle when the senator visits
the whore. It is.here that two characters
kiss for the first time, revealing the only
sign.of real tenderness and possible mutual understanding in the play. As they

hold each other, the final round of the
opening number "Hello Again" is sung,
gathering in a beautiful harmony as
each cast member joins'the final chord.
Supporting this talented cast is the
technical expertise of Charles Curtiss '01
whose straightforward set and excellent
lighting design created the perfect atmosphere for the constantly moving action.
Although this production was still
rough in a few spots, it was with pleasure
that I watched Javier Chacin's final performance and last creation of Trinity
College. 1 am sure that he will do as well
in the future as he has done here.

You can make the summer o f 99 a great one and still
make up much needed -coursework. Bentley offers oneand six-week program options, with most classes meeting
in the evenings. Some courses meet on five consecutive
Fridays. Choose from a broad array of liberal arts courses,
as well as Bentley's renowned business programs, all of
which are AACSB accredited, Bentley's courses are also an
excellent value compared to those of other area colleges.
Registration is going on now. To learn more, attend
our May 5 information session, reach us on the web at :
www.bentley.edu/surnmerorcalll/800/5-BENTLEY:

ww.bentley.edu/summer
WALTHAM, MA Q24J2-4705

^

^

Jacob Kasell. Katherine Kimber. Virginia Lucefield, andAndrew Shepard
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Dr. Armageddon:
Words To Live By

LECTURES

PERFORMANI

Design and Community

American Voices: Our Vocal
Heritage

On May 4 at 4:00 PM, the University of Connecticut's
Art and Art History Department will present a lecture
by renowned graphic designer and Yale University professor Sheila Levrantde Bretteville. The lecture,entitled
"Design and Community: Seeing out the 'me' into the
'us,'" will be held in UConn's Dodd Research Center,
Konover Auditorium, 405 Babbidge Rd., Storrs, CT. The
lecture is free and open to the public. For more information, call (860) 486-3930.

What happened to Around Trinity?
Numerous People, All Classes
It's back.'
Will Dr. A return next semester?
Numerous People, All Classes
That all depends on whether or not the
editors next semester can put up with this
crap.

On May 5 at 12:05 PM, the Music Series at South
Church presents a concert by Susan Lowenkron, flute,
Annette Shapiro, piano, and Laura Cook, mezzo-soprano. The three women, who are all faculty members
of the Hartford Conservatory, will perform American
music of many types and styles from the turn of the
century onward. The concert will be held in the Stanley
Gallery of at the New Britain Museum of American Art,
56 Lexington St., New Britain. For more information,
call (860) 223-7555.

Mamie Mueller Reading
On May 12 at 6:00 PM, Marnie Mueller will read passages from her two novels Green Fires and The Climate
of the Country at the Charter Oak Cultural Center. Tickets are $5 for general admission and $3 for seniors and
students. For more information, call the Center at (860)
249-1207.

Wlio were the bands for Spring Weekend?
Numerous People, All Classes
Advice: Drink less and do fewer drugs. f
Answer: Madonna and Ginger Spice opened
for Bob Dylan."
I hooked up and/or did something embarrasing
over the weekend, please help me make it better.
Numerous People, All Classes
Try this: Fill a highball with one ounce of
Vodka, three-quarters of an ounce of Peach
schnapps and then top off with Cranberry
and Grapefruit juice. Drink.t+

Paradise Lost Performance
John Basinger will give an interpretive recitation of
Book 7 of Milton's Paradise Lost on May 6 from 6:007:30 PM at the Charter Oak Cultural Center. A donation of $5 is requested of those who attend the
performance. For more information, call (860) 2491207.

Piano Duet Recital

Chapel Happenings

On May 8 at 3:00 PM, Assistant Professor of Music
Lise Waxer and Steve Czak '99 will give a duo piano recital featuring jazz and Latin jazz standards by Bill
Evans, Antonio Jobim, and others. The performance
will be held in Garmany Hall in the Austin Arts Center.

Wednesday, May 5
Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

12:00 PM

Chopin Sonata No.2

Thursday, May 6

How can I live ivith myself?
Numerous People, All Classes
How can you live with yourself?"*

On May 12 at 12:05 PM, Melody Fader will perform
Chopin's Sonata No.2 in B-flat minor, op. 35,
commmonly known as the Funeral March. The concert will be held at the New Britain Museum of American Art, 56 Lexington St., New Britain. For more
information, call (860) 223-7555.

Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

6:30 PM

Sunday, May 9

Why are you so bitter?
Numerous People, All Classes
Too much salt.+tt
Who sucked out the feeling?
Numerous People, All Classes
I dunno, did they swallow? Can we get it
back? If so, do we really wantit?*"*
Who sunk the funk?
Numerous People, All Classes
Cherry Poppin' Daddies sunk the funk, just
as G. Love was bringing it back. w +
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5:00 PM

Roman Catholic Mass
Friendship Chapel

7:00 PM

Vespers Service

Riverboat Ramblers
On May 15 at 7:00 PM at the Charter Oak Cultural
Center, the Riverboat Ramblers will perform many old
Dixieland favorites and some lesser-known music of
the period. Admission is $5 for general admission and
$3 for students and seniors. For more information, call
(860)249-1207.

Thursday, May 13
:

5:00 PM

:,

Roman Catholic Mass
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Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

• " 6:30 PM *
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Boston Camerata

•.

Saturday, May 22
:
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WHERE ARE MY PANTS AT?
Ian Lang, 1999
Dr. Armageddon has your pants."*"
How long have you been spreading "The
Madness™" *
Numerous People, AH Classes
Over 30 years, and going strong. m t t +
Why did you choose the name Dr. Armageddon?
Numerous People, All Classes
Why did you choose the name Numerous
People, All Classes?"
I don't get it.
All people, All Classes
This space intentionally left blank.+t+*ttt
'No, really, it is,
'Note: Dr. A does not actually condone drinking less or doing fewer drugs.
"Madonna and Ginger Spice did not play Spring Weekend. Note: Neither did
Bob Dylan.

"Note: This will not actually solve your problem, nor does Dr. A. care.
""Dr. A has no problem living with his own bad self. Nate Dr. A is not actually
"bad".
'"Note: Dr. A. does not endorse the use of too much salt, as it could cause health
dangers.
,
"Note: Dr. A. doesn't care if they swallowed, nor does he want it back.
""Note: The funk is not actually sunk.
Note: the Editor-in-Chiefs pants remain on his person, and he did not ask
this question. Dr. A made it up,
Note: The Madness is not actually Irattemrkcil.

"""Note, Dr. A never went strong, let alone for 30 years.
Mote: They did not actually choose the name Numerous People, All Classes.
Presumably their parents did.
'"""Note: Space is not blank.

Dr. Armageddon controls the creative
content of this•'column. Arid you d o n ' t
Dr. Armageddon answers the questions
of the Trinity community weekly. If you
have a question for Dr. Armageddon, drop
a line to tripod@maiLtrmcoll.edu, drop a
file to "Gerieral R e s o u r c e s / D o c e x /
Tripod", or send a letter to campus mailbox
#702582. Be sure to mark the document:
"Attention: Dr. Armageddon", and let us
turn arouridyour sorry lives I ,
'••';
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On May 16 at 4:00 PM, the Boston Camerata will give
a concert at South Church, 90 Main St, New Britain.
This group of outstanding vocalists and chamber musicians will perform The Sacred Bridge, a program that
explores the link between Jewish and Christian musical tradition. For more information, call (860) 223-7555.

-

CINESTUDIO
WAKING NED DEVINE (PG)

Wed,Thu&Fri
May 5,6 & 7
Sat, May 8

7:30 PM
2:30 PM, 7:00 PM

(Ireland, 1998) Written and directed by Kirk Jones. Music by Sean Davey. Cast: Ian Bannen, David Kelly, Fionnula
Flanagan, James Ryland. A true springtime delight, Waking Ned Devine is a journey to Tuliagh Mohr, a largely deserted
village on the Irish Sea where the average age hovers around 50. They may not have youth, but they do have dreams especially after it is revealed that the winner of the national lottery is one of their own. When no one steps up to claim
the prize, a group of friends determine to either identify the winner, or pull the wool over the lottery officials' eyes. The
gifted group of Irish actors shine in this rare movie about a lottery that's about generosity instead of greed. "This irresistible picture is headed for my ten best list this year."- the late Gene Siskel." 91 min.

STILL CRAZY (R)

Fri,May7
Sat, May 8

9:30 PM
9:00 PM

(Britain, 1999) Directed by Brian Gibson. Written by Dick Clement and Ian La Fresnais. Music by Clive Langer, with
Jeff Lynne and Mick Jones. Cast: Stephen Rea, Billy Connolly, Timothy Spall, Helena Bergstrom. Twenty years after
they dropped acid together in a Druid circle, Strange Fruit (a mediocre British 70s rock band) plan a last-ditch reunion.
After all, their day jobs are getting them down: one is a contraceptive salesman, one a corporate drone, one a professional beer guzzler (?) only the lead singer has made it big, complete with Nordic wife and hilariously tacky mansion.
The screenwriters of The Commitments have great fun with the delusions of the Fruit, but they also bring a grudging
respect for the poignancy of their quest. After all, it's only rock 'n roll - but what else is there? 96 min.

AFFLICTION (R)

Sun, May 9
Mon&Tue
May 10 & 11

2:30 PM, 7:30 PM
7:30 PM

(1998) Directed by Paul Schrader. Screenplay by Schrader, based on the novel by Russell Banks. Cast: Nick Nolte,
Sissy Spacek, James Coburn, Willem Dafoe, Brigid Tierney. Nick Nolte gives the gut-wrenching performance of his
career, playing a new twist on the troubled loners created by screenwriter/director Paul Schrader, from Robert De Niro
in Taxi Driver to Harvey Keitel in Blue Collar. Nolte plays a sheriff trying to do the right thing in a struggling New
Hampshire town. Looking for answers in the murder of a union bigwig, Nolte becomes consumed by the demons in his
past and the legacy of his destructive father (James Coburn). The elegant cinema tography is by Paul Sarossy who shot
the equally haunting film based on a Russell Banks story, The Sweet Hereafter. 113 min.
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Yunnan Photographs

Gun Control Rally

Yunnan Photographs, an exhibit of photographs
taken by David Di Giacomo '00, will open on May 5 with
a reception from 4:30-6:30 PM in the Mather Art Space
in Mather Hall. Di Giacomo took the photographs while
studying abroad in China last semester. The exhibition
runs through May 23.

There will be a rally on May 5 at 1:00 PM on the north
steps of the State Capitol building for all students concerned about the issue of gun control. For more information, call Ben Forman at x3256.

24-hour quiet hours

Trinity Quilt Unveiling

General exams for seniors

Asian Art at Yale
Four exhibitions of, or related to, Asian art can be
seen at the Yale Art Gallery. Worlds Within Worlds:
Chinese Scholars' Rocks jrom the Richard Rosenblum
Collection is a collection of eighty intricately shaped
rocks of various types, colors, and sizes which are used
for contemplation. After Looking at Chinese Rocks:Brice
Marden's Work in Progress includes six series of complex intertwined drawings and reproductions. After
Looking at Chinese Landscape: Lois Conner's Work in
Progress includes a dozen photographs taken between
1984 and 1998 in different parts of China. In addition
to spectacular horizontal panoramas of rock ranges, the
display includes a vertical image of a 70-foot Buddha
carved into a cliff and haunting compositions of dead
lotus flowers and their reflections. Flora and Fauna in
Asian Art is a collection of representations of plant and
animal life in bronze, earthenware, ceramic, painting,
as well as various other media. For more information,
call (203) 432-0600.

May 4 - 6
Reading Days

May5-6

On May 5 from 4:00-6:00 PM in the Chapel Garden,
the Trinity Quilt will be unveiled. Come view your fabric squares and see others. Refreshments will be provided.

May 6-13
Final exams

May 7

Mural Unveiling

Honors Day

On May 6, the Trinity College Community Child
Center will unveil a new mural created by Professor
Delano's Public Art Class in a ceremony from 3:30-5:30
PM at the Child Center in the Life Sciences Building.
Refreshments will be served.

May 15
Residences dose for all undergrads at 12:00 PM

May 23
Commencement Exercises

Race for the Cure
May 8 is this year's Race for the Cure at Walnut Hill
Park in New Britain. Participate in one of three races or
sponsor someone else and help raise money for the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation. For more information, e-mail sylvia,demore@mail.trincoll,edu.

Tripod Elections
Tuesday, May 4 at 9:30 PM in the
Tripod Office in the basement of Jackson

Honors Day Ceremony
In a media expansion, Trinity Television
(TTV) completed it's inaugural year of service
to the Trinity Community. Unfortunately, the
end of the year will also bring the
relinquishment of control by TTV's current
director, Devin Tindall '99. Tindall, who
will be graduating in May, helped create,
organize and run the channel and now
extends congratulations and wishes ofgood
luck to his successors, Katherine Holland '01
and Cory Bernard '01. He also wishes those
thanks to be extended to the students,
administrators and alumnae who have
helped the station in his words: "avoid
7, becoming Just another public access
channel."

Honors Day will be held on Friday, May 7, in the Trinity College Chapel beginning at 3:30 PM. At three o'clock,
there will be organ preludes performed by John Rose,
College Organist. Come and support you peers who will
be receiving awards.

REMINDER Clean Out Ferris Lockers
Students are reminded that they are to empty
their lockers in the Ferris Athletic Center by
Monday.May 10 and return athletic equipment,
lock, and towels to the equipment room.
Have a good summer.

An invitation from the Accidentals to the
entire Trinity College Community

I
I
I
I
I
1
I

Now PLAYING*, ^0&
Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, May 6
Prices are $7.25 regular admission, $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 568-8810
10 Things I Hate About You (PG-13) .
.
5:10 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:15 PM
Analyze This (R)
12:55 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:35 PM, 7:55 PM, 10:15 PM
Baby Geniuses (PG)
12:35 PM, 2:30 PM
Doug's 1st Movie (G)
1:30 PM, 3:25 PM
Entrapment (PG-13)
1:15 PM, 1:45 PM, 4:15 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:15 PM,
7:45 PM, 9:50 PM, 10:20 PM
4:35 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:40 PM
Foolish (R)
12:40 PM; 2:40 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:35 PM
Idle Hands (R)
12:30 PM, 1:30 PM, 2:50 PM, 3:20 PM, 3:50 PM,
Life(R)
5:10 PM, 5:40 PM, 7:05 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:25 PM,
955 PM, 10:25 PM
1:20 PM, 7:55 PM
Lost and Found (PG-13)
12:50 PM, 1:15 PM, 3:35 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:00 PM,
The Matrix (R)
7:40 PM, 9:45 PM, 10:25 PM
1:05 PM, 3:30 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:30 PM
Never Been Kissed (PG-13)
1:05 PM, 3:40 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:35 PM
Pushing Tin (R)
12:50 PM, 2:45 PM, 4:40 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:20 PM
Twin Dragons (PG-13)

Hoyts Manchester Cinema 6 - 308 Broad St., Manchester, CT
Times are valid through Thursday, May 6
Prices are $3.99 regular admission
For scheduling information, call (860) 649-5491
EDtv (PG-13)
650 PM
7:15 PM
Elizabeth (R)
7:20 PM
Message in a Bottle (PG-13)
Saving Private Ryan (R)
7:00 PM
Twin Dragons (PG-13)
7:30 PM
You've Got Mail (PG)
7:10 PM

Elm Theater - 942 South Quaker Lane in Elmwood
Cruel Intentions (R)
Shakespeare in Love (R)

Times are valid through Thursday, May 6
Prices are $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820
7:05 PM, 9:30 PM
.
7:00 PM, 9:30 PM

_
.

The Trinity College Accidentals cordially
invite everyone to attend their final
concert to be held on Sunday May 9,1999
at 7:00 PM at the President's House.
Refreshments will be provided and
everyone is encouraged to take an hour
study-break to see the last a cappella
concert of the year. Featuring new music
and a special joint performance with the
Trinitones. Don't miss out on agreat
time//////

Classifieds
BE A BARTENDER
Days 5/10 & 5/13. Day and evening class 4/26.
Boston Bartenders School.
614 Asylum Avenue, Hartford.
(860)522-1999

Ice Cream Truck Drivers
Sell Good Humor and Haagen Dazs Ice Cream from one
of our vending trucks. Male or female, retirees or anyone.
Come meet others like yourself that net $95O-$1125
weekly. Routes in your area. We will deliver to you. Bring
a friend. Apply now Call Monday-Saturday, 9:00 AM 2:00 PM (800)899-1009.

Get the Hell Out of Here
Mexico, the Caribbean, or Central America
$199 round trip
Europe $160 one way
other world destinations cheap
book tickets online www.airtech.com
or (212) 219-7000

ROOMS FOR RENT
Two Rooms for the Price of One
Htfd./Newington town line on bus route
Includes: utilities, hot water, garage parking &
storage, kitchen privileges, partially furnished
All this for only $400 per mo.!!
Call 953-0427 ask for Helen or Jean

Camp Counselor Positions Available
Summer jobs for both day & residential camp counselors. Work with children ages 5 -17 in a fun, healthy, rewarding environment. Camp Hazen YMCA is looking
for counselors and instructors of good character for the
following areas: swimming, lifeguarding, skateboarding,
sailing, landsports, archery, basketball, canoeing,
windsurfing, mountain biking, rock climbing, wood shop
and ceramics. Counselors must be 18+years or older. Call
Camp Hazen at (860) 526-9529 for an application and
more information. Camp Hazen YMCA is located at 204
West Main, Chester, CT.

SPECIAL!!

Free Delivery
233-8888

Large Cheese Pizza

ORIGINAL NEW YORK PIZZA
495 Farmington Avenue

$5.50
Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!

We deliver anywhere in West Hartford or Hartford

233-8888

$7.00 minimum
for delivery

Use your charge card
for any delivery....
($10.00 minimum)

Open 7 days a week: - 11:00am to 2:00am
IDe deiiuer slices & Cigarettes

Medium 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust

•

Cheese
Veggie
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
Additional Toppings

Medium

Large

$7.50
$9.75
$10.25
$ .50

$9.85
$14.05
$15.75....
$1.00

Sicilian
$13.00
$17.00
....$18.50
$1.50

*

TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball. Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes

•

•
•
•
•
*

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

CALZONES

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo, BBQ sauce, hot

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan cheeses

peppers, oil, vinegar.

blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

Philly Cheese Steak
Philly Cheese Steak w/ Bacon
Philly Cheese Steak w/ Extra Steak
Chicken Parmigiana
Eggplant Parmigiana
Meatball Parmigiana............
Veal Parrnigtana../.............
Sausage Parmigiana
Ham, Salami, Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Turkey.....
Tuna.Veggie Grinder.
Pepperoni Grinder
Salami and Cheese
Chicken Sandwich
Grilled Turkey and Bacon
BLT and Cheese
Grilled Ham & Cheese.

$5.50
$6.25
$7.45
$5.15
$5.15
....$5.15
.....:...;$5.T5
$5.15
$5.15
$4.90
............$4.65
$4.65
$4.25
$4.90
$4.90
............$5.15
$5.75
$4.25
$4.90

DINNERS
served w/ garlic bread w/ cheese • Lasagna
• Manicotti • Ravioli-Stuffed Shells
$6.30 (with Meat $1.00 extra)

Calzone
each additional filling

$4.90 *
$ .50

APPETIZERS
Buffalo Wings (hot, mild, or suicide)
Chicken Fingers
Mozzarella Sticks...........
Onion Rings...
French Fries
Cheese Fries..
Fried Dough
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread w/Cheese.
Chips

..

....'.

(12) for $5.60
$5.00
(7) for $4.75
$3.20
$2.65
....$3.70
..(8) for $2.00
$1.85
$2.40
...$ .50

•
*
*

SALADS
Tossed Salad.
Antipasta Salad
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing

•

$4.05
$5.75
$5.75
$ .50

:

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake

$3.25

SODAS (one liter)
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

$1.60

Prices do not include tax.

"1

FREE Order of FRIED DOUGH
with Any Large Pizza Order

$2.25 OFF
Any Large Pizza or Any Sicilian Pizza

FREE Order of GARLIC BREAD
with Any Large Pizza Order

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

FREE Order of BUFFALO WINGS
with Any Large Pizza Order

$1.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Large Cheese Pizza $5.00
with purchase of any large pizza

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention, coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

•
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Women's Crew Comes Home Empty Handed
Bala '02, Kristin Hagen '02, Whitney and one scratched, leaving the Trinity
Cronke
'02, Ashley Donoghue '02, Mara crew with fifteen competitors. Their
Sports Writer
Keith '01) now had a bucket (two people qualifying heat was really strong, but
rowing the same side in a row, usually the they came in third behind U VM (7:47.25)
This weekend the Trinity Women's seats alternate port-starboard or star- and Smith (7:58.85), meaning that they
crew team competed in the New En- board-port) in seats 4 and 5, and Tuttle could not advance to the Grand Finals.
gland Championships in Worcester, MA had won a seat in the boat during seat
The Trinity 4 went on to have a specagainst a field of some eighteen other races on Monday. Their preliminary heat tacular race in the Petite Finals. They
schools. The weather could not have against UNH, Boston College, Smith, were in first place the entire race until
been better: sunshine, still water, and Amherst, Holy Cross, and advanced WPI the very end when Middlebury-A
barely a breeze. The women were pre- (Worchester Polytechnic Institute), was squeaked ahead in the last few strokes to
pared mentally and physically to prove their best race yet this year, and they took take first with a time of 8:13.39. The Trinto their competitors that they were not second to UNH (6:48.00) with a time of ity crew finished with a time of 8:13.69.
to be underestimated. The seniors on the 7:03.2. Since there were three heats, only It took several minutes for the judges to
varsity crew were nostalgic about this
being their last New England Championship and sat around reminiscing
The Trinity Crew was fighting Wesleyan and Boston
about past years at the course.
College the entire way down the course, refusing to
The Second Novice 8 (coxswainroll
over, and by the time they reached the finish line,
bow: Michelle Cruz '02, Becca Kanin '02,
Sarah Melinsky '02, Jess Birnbaum '02,
no one could tell who had claimed second.
Ellie Maletta '02, Ann-Marie Faria '02,
Corinne Gagnon '02, Abbie Gross '02,
Rena Snow '02) came in first place in the top two from each race went on to decide on these places because the race
their heat with a time of 7:33.90, beating the Grands, which meant that Trinity was so close.
Colby, Tufts, Boston College, Mt. Holyoke, and UNH advanced. In the Grand Finals,
The Varsity 8 (coxswain-bow: Beth
and Middlebury. The top three boats Trinity fought UNH, Boston College, Bronzino '99, Lacy Winn '99, Karyn
from each of the two heats went on to the Wesleyan, Smith, and Colby, but despite Meyer '99, Bryna McConarty '99,
Grand Finals, which consisted of having a very strong race they came in Susanna Kise '01, Isaac Bohannon '00,
Wesleyan, Trinity, Tufts, UNH, and sixth with a time of 7:46.28. UNH won Kathleen Fulton '99, Carrie Rorer '99,
Smith. Wesleyan took the Grand Finals the First Novice Grands with a time of Emma Uehlein '99) with 6 seniors enwith a time of 7:34.18, and the Trinity 7:16.50.
tered the day hungry for metal. They
crew came in fourth with a time of
The Varsity 4 (coxswain-bow: Emily were pitted against Simmons, Wesleyan,
7:41.18.
Queen '01, Amy Cox '01, Kerry Blethen Boston College, UCONN, and Tufts in
The First Novice 8 (coxswain-bow: '01, Liisa Jackson '01, Angie DeMartino their qualifying heat. Everyone knew
Tanya Martino '02, Kate Clark '02, '01) race had the largest initial field of that it would be a close race because of
Meredith Tuttle '02, Molly Roach '02, Tex competition, but five boats withdrew how well the boat had performed in
BY SUSANNA KISE

races against Wesleyan and Boston College (the favored boats in the race) earlier in the spring, but no one expected it
to be so close.
The Trinity crew was fighting
Wesleyan and Boston College the entire
way down the course, refusing to roll
over, and by the time they reached the
finish line, no one could tell who had
claimed second and would advance to
the Grands. Boston College had first
with a time of 7:05.7, but it took twenty
minutes for the officials to determine
(with the help of video recordings) that
Trinity had beaten Wesleyan. The final
time for Trinity was 7:06.79 and for
Wesleyan, 7:07.33 - a mere 54/100 of a
second.
The Trinity went on to the Grands
against UNH, Holy Cross, US Coast
Guard Academy, Boston College, and
Williams. UNH took the gold in this race
with a time of 7:05.79. The Trinity crew
had a final time of 7:23.71, and though
they did not get medals walked away
knowing that they had raced their two
best races of the season.
On May 16th, the Trinity Women's
Crew team will go to Worcester, MA for
the Champion International Championship Regatta. After that, the Varsity will
remain on campus training hard for their
trip to the Royal Henley Regatta injune.
The entire Trinity Community is encouraged to come support these hard
working women as they prove themselves.

Lady Ruggers Pound University of Hartford
Women s R ugby Ends Successful Season On A High Note With A Big Win
with tries from Ramahlo, Marian Toth
'02, and Leah Obias'01.
The Bantams were virtually unstoppable in the second half. Displaying; the
**' TrWWtitnen's Rugby Team ended an amazing chemistry that the team develincredible season with a win against the oped throughout the season, the Bantam
University of Hartford this past week- pack was able to keep the game moving
end. Battling the hot noon sun, the Lady by gaining yardage with aggressive
Ruggers put all their energy into the mauls, while the back line worked plays
game and came out with a 58-0 victory, and got the ball into the try zone. At one
point it looked as though Hartford would
bringing the season record to 4-1-1.
The first few minutes of the game break through and send the ball down
looked grim as Hartford immediately their back line to run a play, but Eileen
gained advantage and pushed past the Garrity '02 tackled hard and followed
Bantams' 22 yard line. The Bantams held through by setting up a ruck that the
them with strong drives from the for- Bantam pack successfully executed. In
wards and solid tackling in the back line. another attempt, Hartford's scrum half
A kick from full-back Amy Ramahlo '99 came up off a scrum to gain yardage,
sent the ball past half field, where it only to be stopped by Bantam scrum
stayed for the rest of the half. With the half Kristin Forester '01, who stole the
leadership of Captain Sue Kemalian '99 ball and gained the Bantams a good 20
and Jess Flaherty '99 and Katherine yards. Outside center Maggie Griffith'02
Matthews '99, the Trinity pack continu- and winger Laura Blackwell '99 crashed
ally rucked over the ball and drove through Hartford's defense to each score
a try, while Forester and Ramahlo both
through Hartford's pack to dish the ball . beat: the Hartford backs -with speed and
:
out to the backs.
aggressiveness to score tries of their own.
Despite the loss of Captain Maureen Ramahlo, the team's high-scorer, ended
Kay '99 to a head injury, the backs ran the the game with three tries.
ball upfield with constant support and
Sarah Douglas'99 showcased the Banskill. The Bantams gained momentum
BY LEAH OBIAS

Sports Writer

Morris Package Store
285 Park Street
Es seeking lo fill several
pciri-lime positions.

FlexibleliQurs working with
other Trinity students.
Positions available immediately.
Summer andtall positions also
available. Call 246-3595.

tams' kicking game with an excellent
play towards the end of the second half.
After kicking the ball into the open field,
Douglas;phased itT then grub-kicked it
past the Hartford wing and full-back.
Picking up the ball on the run, Douglas
went on to score a pretty try.

The game was the perfect ending to a
winning season. The lady ruggers used
the talent and skill they acquired under
coaches Ron Cinq and Scott Murray in
ndblefashibn.: They1]! definitely be a
squad to watch in next year's spring season.

The Teaching
Opportunity
Program

Are you a graduate
with a bachelor's
degree in mathematics, science or a related analytical field
and a strong academic
record?
Through the new
Teaching Opportunity
Program
(TOP)

7
'immimw

A Full Tuition Scholarship for a
Master's Degree that can lead to
New York State Teacher
Certification
A Guaranteed Teaching Position in
the New York City Public Schools
A Fully Supported Summer
Preparation Program

For more information
and an application call
(212)794-5444/5446.

Scholarships you can
1
•''build-'A the
foundation of
a career as an
educator
teaching in
New
YoTk
City's public
schools, earn
your master's
degree, and
guarantee a
successful
future
for
thousands of students. Apply to be a
TOP Scholar, and if
selected you will
receive the benefits
listed here.
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A Tough End To A Promising Season
Men's Lacrosse Looks To Improve As Talented Group Heads Into Next Year
BY ROBERT MORSE
\\

AND DAMON FRANCIS

Sports Writers

Men's Lacrosse iinished off a
disappointingseason last Saturday in a close game up at
Bowdoin. The Bantam's expectations had been high at the beginning of the season, due to
some remarkable wins over
Whittier and Colby College,
however the team fell into a rut
after losing two very close
games against Amherst and
Wesleyan. The Bantams were
heartbroken to see their season
continue to move downhill, especially since the team had so
much talent and depth.
Attackman Evan Levine '99,
who posted eight goals in the
last four games, explained that
"what hurt us the most this season was that we always had one
bad quarter where the team just
seemed to go flat, arid then we
would spend the rest of the
game just trying to catch up."
The team finished off their
season with three close games
last week against Connecticut
College, Eastern Connecticut,
: and finally Bbwdbin College,
The team played at Connecticut College last Tuesday in one
of the closest games of the season. The first half was very

competitive, and the Bantams
generally dominated the field,
which left them up 5-3 at the
half. In the third quarter, Levine
scored an impressive goal,
which extended their lead to 63. However, the Camels went on
a run in the middle of the fourth
quarter and managed to tie the
Bantams at 9-9 with only 2:46
remaining on the clock. The
game was extended into overtime after both goalies made
some tremendous saves in the
final seconds. In overtime, the
Bantam offense cranked a hailstorm of shots on the Connecticut College goalie, but in a tran-

cited thatas being one of the key
factors in what has become a
disappointing 1999 season. The
final score in the Eastern Connecticut contest was 14-9 with
the Bantams on the losing end.
The last game of the regular
season for the Bantam lacrosse
team was against Bowdoin College on Saturday afternoon.
Bowdoin is headed for the ECAC
tournament with a number 4
seed. Once again the Bantams
hopped out to what would become a fleeting first quarter
lead. Alex Hazleton '99 and
Levine ended their Trinity lacrosse careers with big goals to

All The Way Lacrosse Campus

...the Bantam offense cranked a hailstorm
of shots on the Connecticut College goalie,
but the Camels were able to create a fast
break and score with 1:32 left in overtime.
sition situation the Camels were keep the Bantams close in the
able to create a fast break and fourth quarter. When time ran
score with 1:32 left in overtime. out, the Bantams had not been
Th ursday afternoon the Ban- able to comeback, and the final
tams played their final home score saw the Polar Bears win by
game against Eastern Connecti- the score of 11-8.
cut. Last year, the Bantams ruThe loss put an end to what
ined EConn's chances for an has been a frustrating season for
ECAC tournament bid when the Bantams. The team looks to
they beat the team 11-10 in over- the return of captains Robert
time. After jumping out to a Queeny'99 and Andy Hayes'99
quick lead behind goals from as well as a talented recruiting
attackman Alex UUman '00 class in 2000 to improve on their
and midfielder John Harrelson 1999 campaign. Captain Will
'00, the Bantams continued to Stengal '99 was optimistic about
play solidly until the third quar- the team's chances in 2000 and
ter, when costly penalty min- praised the depth of this years'
utes started to accumulate.
junior class in making a run at
The Trinity Men's Lacrosse the postseason for next year.
team was the most penalized "This is a very talented team,"
team in the NESCAC this sea- Stengel said. "They'll pull it toson, and head coach Mike Darr gether in 2000."

Bobby Souers '99 leads the
Bantam attack.

Mark Tassie '99 awaits a
pass in a recent game.

KATIE BRYANT

KATIE BRYANT

CYPRESS ARMS
RESTAURANT AND SPORTS BAR
136 Park Road, West Hartford, CT 236-5700

10 TV's, 3 Satelite Systems

Great Menu - Priced Right

Full NCAA Coverage

Monday and Wednesday
$1.00 Mini Bugers (No Take Out)

Daily Happy Hour Drink Specials
and free food from 3 P.M. to 7 P.M.
Customer Appreciation Night Last Thursday of every month
Free buffet starting at 6 P.M.

Tuesday and Thursday
$0.25 Wing Night (No Take Out)
Bud and Coors Light
Downstairs Special $5.00 Pitchers

Watch Your Favorite Team
Enjoy Time with Friends and Make New Friends

At the Cypress Arms
Patrons Must Be At Least 21 Years Old

BANTAM fanFARE
The Year in Sports

Photris

Since we arrived back at school in September, the world of sports has continued to exhilarate us. From Wayne Gretzky's retirement toUConn's unforeseeable performance in the NCAA tournament, and of course, the chase
for 61 back in the fall, this year has been full of excitement, and one can
only hope that next year will live up to the hype that 19984999 has created.
What a ride it's been!

"Trinity Sports
Spring Sports Schedule
Women's Lacrosse

5/5-5/9 at ECAC Div. Ill New England Champ.

Crew
5/16 at International Collegiate Regatta

Men's Tennis

at NCAA Div. Ill Champ.

Track And Field
5/7-8 at ECAC Div. Ill Champ.
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Men's Tennis, On The Road To Regionals
Finishing The Regular Season At 13-1, Men's Tennis Advances To Regionals For First Time Ever
BY BEN STEWART

Sports Writer

The Trinity Men's Tennis
team was 12-0 heading into
their match against Williams
last Wednesday. The team had
their best finish ever at the
NESCAC's the week before, and
they were confident going to
Williamstown. The Trinity
-. players had played many of the
Williams' players in the finals of
their flights at the NESCAC's
and they knew what to expect
from the Williams squad.
The doubles once again
started the match and Head
Coach Paul Assaiante urged the
players that the doubles point
was extremely important if
they were to beat Williams. The
number one team of Rosty
Orach '01 and
Artem
Gonopolsky '00 played the
number one doubles team in
the country, Williams' Sherman
Lim and Josh Leftkowitz. The
Williams team came out strong
and won 8-2.
Orach and Gonopolsky were
simply not able to keep up with
theWilliams team on Wednesday. The number two team of
Peter Green '01 and Alex
Valente '00 played the best
doubles match of the day, beating the two team from Williams
9-8 in the tie-breaker. The number three team of Matt Sharnoff
'00 and Steve Wohlford '00 were
not able to pull their match out.
They lost 8-6 and Williams won

great match.
The final singles match was
between
Sharnoff
and
Hornbuckle from Williams.
Sharnoff was not able to hold
off Hornbuckle and lost the
match 7-5,7-5.
Although the team lost the
match 7-0 they played well and
pushed Williams' team, with
many of the matches being won
by only one break. On paper,
the team was beaten soundly,
but since many of the matches
were close the team is confident
that they will be able to challenge Williams during the
regionals on Friday.
The Bantams were able to
pick themselves up and beat
Springfield the following
Thursday. The team was able to
bounce back from their doubles
losses at Williams and sweep
Springfield. The number one.
and three teams won 8-2. The
number two team was able to
win without dropping a game.
The singles lineup against
Springfield was able to win five
out of the six matches. The
team only played eight game
pro sets due to time constraints.
In the number four match, Q.rachiwo.n • his m a t c h 8^1.
Stebbins from Williams was Gonopolsky won his match at
just too strong for Jared Sheikh number two 8-3. At number
'00, and won the match 6-2,6-1. three Valente lost his match 8The number five player from 6. At number four Wohlford
Williams was also a little too stepped up to play because
strong for Wohlford. Trinity's Sheikh was unable to play.
Captain lost the match 6-0 in Wohlford got back on track
the second set. He was a little winning his match 8-0.
worn but from the doubles Sharnoff moved from the nummatch and Zinober played a ber six to five spot and won 8-2.

the doubles point. Trinity had
not lost the doubles point yet
this year, and the team was not
able to recover.
The singles matches began
well for Trinity, with the number one player Orach winning
the first set 6-4. Orach had lost
to Leftkowitz during the
NESCAC's in a third set.
Leftkowitz was able to weather
the storm and come back to
beat Orach 4-6,6-1,6-1.
The number two seed
Gonopolsky was not able to
beat Lim, whom he had beaten
the week before 7-6, 6-1. Lim
won the match in two sets 6-3,
6-1. With the Trinity team losing the first two singles, the
third singles match was very
important if the team was going to change the momentum
of the match. Valente was
matched up against Hasenuer,
who had made the finals of the
NESCAC's the week before.
Valente lost the first set 7-5, but
was prepared for a long match
coming back in the second. He
was not able to hold off
Hasenuer in the second, and finally lost the dogfight 7-5,7-5.

The final singles was played by
Peter Green '02, who stepped in
after his doubles victory and
won his match 8-4. The 6-1 victory over Springfield was a great
win for Trinity to end the regular season.
The team must get prepared
for the regionals, which they
made for the first time ever this
year. The team finished the season 13-1 and will go to either

Swathmore or Williams on Friday night. After the regionals,
number one and two players
Orach and Gonopolsky are
headed to Los Angeles to play
the nationals in both singles and
doubles. Assaiante commented
that "(he) is extremely pleased
with the progress of the team
this year, and Orach and
Gonopolsky have been just outstanding."

Matt Sharoff '00 leads a Bantam squad.which
has impressed New England this spring.

KATIE BRYANT

Track And Field Prepares For Championship
The Men Warm-up At Vern Cox Invitational While The Women Place Fifth In New England
BY YOLANDA
FLAMINO

Sports Writer

This past Friday the Men's
Track and Field team competed
at the Vern Cox Invitational at
Springfield College in order to
prepare for the New England
Championship meet which is
this Saturday at Colby College,
The Women's team also competed at the Springfield College,
but this meet was held on Saturday and was the Division III
New England Championship.
A number of quality performances were turned in at both
meets, allowing many individuals to advance on to other
meets.
Two of Trinity's male distance
runners considerably improved
their times at Springfield and
allowed them to advance to the
upcoming Division 111 New England meet. Andrew Malick'00,
running 9:45, took 8 seconds of
his previous best steeplechase
time. This time was safely below the qualification standard
of 9:50,24 for this week's meet.
At the New England meet,
Malick will again attempt to
lower his time and qualify for

the Open New England meet
the following week, where the
standard is set at 9:42.84.
Also qualifying for the meet
at Colby was Todd Markelz '01
in the 5000 meter race. Markelz

was nipped on the homestretch
as he finished in second place
with a personal best time of
15:21. The qualification standard for Division III New
England's is set at 15:25.24.

Captain Yolanda Flamino '99 has been
stalwart for the Bantams this year.

1999 SPORTS OUTLOOK

Markelz cleared this mark by
running an amazing 26 second
Personal Record.
Also accompanying these
runners to Maine this weekend
will be Greg Tirrell '99 in the javelin throw. Tirrell will make a
stab at the NCAA automatic
qualification standard, which is
set at 59.30 meters. Tirrell has
already qualified provisionally
and is currently ranked fourteenth.
The Women's team scored a
total of 61 points and placed
fifth at the New England Championship meet, where the only
NESCAC schools to place
higher were Williams and
Middlebury. Mandy Rival '00
scored points in the long jump
and 100m high hurdles. In the
long jump she placed fifth with
a leap of 16*8.5". In the hurdles,
Rival overcame a slow start and
finished second. She crossed the
line at 15.29 seconds, while Sarah Farnham '02 finished fifth
in 15.68 seconds. Rival also
placed fifth in the 200 meter
dash with a time of 26.43 seconds. Teammate Beth Landry
'99 also competed in the long
jump.
Landry placed seventh, jumping 163.75". These three athletes

also ran in the 4 x 100 relay with
Mia Antonnetti '00. Marisa
Eddy '01 ran an excellent 800
meter race where she shaved
five seconds off her previous
best time. Eddy ran 2:14.52 and
placed fifth overall. This time is
a NCAA provisional qualifier
and is only 0.18 seconds off the
automatic time. In the 1500,
Nicole Hanley '00 also ran her
season best time, being clocked
at 4:43, which is also a NCAA
provisional qualifying time.
The 3000 meter race featured
Caroline Leary '02, who ran a PR
time of 10:59.6 minutes. This
time qualified Leary for the
3000 at this week's ECAC meet;
however she will most likely
compete in the 5K. Yolanda
Flamino '99 placed second in
the 5000 meter race with a time
of 17:37.50. In the same race,
Thania Benios '99 finished third
with a NCAA provisional time
of 18.02.10. This season has
been extremely successful thus
far for the Track and Field team,
and their success appears to
point to good things for the future of this up and coming
squad. This season's team has
set a high standard for subsequent teams to live up to as they
move into a promising future.

